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GREAT DAMAGE DONE AND MORE SUffS BY
MAN? LIVES LOST IN STORM AUDITOR'S AGENT
Only Meagre Reports Have Been Received But It Is
Thought Pensacola is the Worst Sufferer
STORM  IS NOW MOVING NORTHWARD
— THROTGR TENNESSEE AND-KEilTUCKY
Pensacola, Fla., Sept. 27.—(By met
to Montgomery, Ala.)—It is y
et im-
possible to determine the damage by
• the great storm which is 
still raging
though it is estimated at from $3,002,-
'000 to $5,000,000.
Bath houses and wharves have been
swept away, small craft driven ashore
and crushed, timber sent adrift 
and
many cottages along the bay 
shore
damaged. In some sections of 
the
city the tide has overflowed mi
ny
blocks, driving people from 
ther
homes, covering street car tracks a
nd
stopping traffic on one line. Just be-
fore dark a fleet of fishing 
schooners
anchored in the bay, were seen 
to
part their cables when struck by
 a
aevere gust of wind, and the las: seen
of them they were being driven 
down
the hay, with every prospect of 
be-
* ing wre
cked. Waves are breaking
over Santa Rosa Island from the gu
lf,
something not known in years and
• coula be seen today running 
main-
tain high. Several vessels were
sighted out there, but no tcw-beats
could eenture out.
••••••••=.
Pensacola. Fla., Setae 28.—It
is reported that many lives be-
tween the city and the navy yard have
been iost, but no definite details 
can
be secured. It is known, 
however,
that n.any of the houses in that sec-
tion are now under from five to ten
fact of water and many womet, have
been taken from the second story
windows and carried to safety in
boats The electric power was shut
off at I o'clock yesterday morning.
There is no street car traffic and com-
munication with the outside world is
entirely cut off. The scenes in parts
of the city almost beggar descreition
and the streets are strewn with tim-
bers, tin roofing and broken glass. At
this hour (11:30 a. m.) the Western
Union has men hard at work trying
to clear wires, and this dispetch, with
other telegraphic matter, 's being car-
ried to Flomaton. Ala by the West-
ern Union manager, who makes the
trip by train to ascertain the exact
extent of damage done. It is feared
great havoc and loss of life will be
shown when reports from the entire
section along the coast from the en-
tire -section along the coast can be
gathered.
At New Orleans.
New Orleans, Ala., Sept. 28.—The
brief dispatches received here indicate
that. the losses in interior towns of
Mississippi alone will reach hundreds
of thousands of dollars. No heavy
damages were reported at any one
point, but the storm appears to have
demolished a few thousand dollars'
worth of property in every county
and town. Vicksburg reported dam-
age to shipping.
In addition to reports of cotton
crop losses, passengers on incoming
trains tell of widespread damage to
timber. Telegraph and telephone
wires were so universally damaged
that every town yet heard front re-
ported that at some time yesterday
it was cut off from communication
with the outside world. Verified loss
of life thus far is confined to the
death of one employe of the New
Orleans & Northeastern railroad, who
was run down by a train during the
storm. Reports of the collapse of a
frame hotel at McComb City, brought
by passengers on the Illinois Central
have not been confirmed.
Moving Toward Kentucky.
Washington, Sept a&—Reports re-
ceived by the Weather Bureau today
indicate that the Southern storm is
now central in Arkansas, much di-
minished in strength. The wind has
subsided and normal conditions pre-
vcail. It was stated that the storm
will doubtless continue in a norther-
ly direction through Tennessee and
Kentucky and merge with a second
disturbance that is moving eastward
north of the Dakotas, Rain has con-
tinued in the lower Mississippi Val-
ley, the East Gulf and South Atlantic
states, and overspread the Middle
Mississippi in the last twelve hours.
For tonight and Saturday rain is pre-
dicted in the Ohio Valley and the
South Atlantic States. The tempera-
ture changes will be generally unim-
portant
The winds along the Middle Atlan-
tic Coast fresh southeast, becoming
northerly, along the east gulf coast










SCHEDULE OF ASSETS AND
N THE COUNTY COURT—JAMES
E, TENN., SEIZED roe DOZEN
RKS-ULLMAN BOUGHT GOODS
MAN BANK.
Assignee Richard J. Barber of the
E. Rehkopf Saddlery company, yes-
terday filed in the couty court his
schedule of liabilities and assets for
the collapsed concern. The statement
showed that the firm had assets of
$69,600, while its outstanding indebt-
edness is $ts4,836.35. !Thin sane-
ment shows the debts exceed the re-
sources by about $85.000.
Of the assets $41,211 is in stock,
while the other $28,000 is accounts
ad owing The firm from
 parties it had
sold goods to. The schedule does not
include as an asset the $25,000 or $30,-
000 worth of stock that had been
placed by the Rehkopf concern in the
•I public warehouse of W. S. O'Brien,
which stock- --leas—afterwards
moved by the American-German. na-
tional bank, 'which held witeho'use re-
ceipts for same, the receipts having
been pledged to the financial institu-
tion for about $25,000o the Rehkopf
concern borrowed from the bank. ..
Aseignte Barber yesterday said that
Mr. O'Brien had rented the building
St It South Second street from the
E. Rehkopf Saddlery Co. and used the
4 place as a rubber warehouse. That the
bought from the Rehkopf concern the
. in the warehouse, and were, given re-
ceipts for same by Mr. OeBrien. The
Rehloopf house then put up these re-
ceipts to the bank, for the money
borrowed. The day of the assign-
ment the Rehkopf firm turned over
to Mr. Barber the keys it had to the
warehouse at III South Second. Mr.
O'Brien had another set of keys. That
day the bank, claiming ownership of
the goods on the hypothecated re-
ceipts, commenced moving the stock
to the Cohanktes factory, and' B. H.
Scott's warehouse on Ninth and Har-
rison. After the goods were moved,
Mr. O'Brien turned his keys over to
Assignee Barber, who then got out
the injunction suit to restrain or pre-
vent the goods being disposed of or
bothered.
President Oscar Starks of the
Starks-Ullman Saddlery company,
last evening said the newspapers had
erred in publishing that his firm
bough from the Rehkopf concern the
goods moved from the warehouse.
He bought the goods from the Ameri-
can-German bank, and claiming own-
ership by virtue of this, is givinf bOnd-
and retaining possesiitiiiThi this por-
tion of the stock, as fast as it is seized
by the Rehkopf creditors who are
fling suits against the assigned con-
cern, reclaiming the goods, or their
value.





AGENT WAS INFORMED OF
THIS FACT, BUT FILED
PROCEDINGS ANYHOW.
Susie Newton Filed Suit for Divorce
From Charles Newton on Ground
of Desertion.
L. P. Tanner, state auditor's agent,
brought another batch of suits yes-
terday in the county court against
Paducah merchants and firms that are
charged with having failed to pay this
years's state license. The firms,
amounts he sues for and the business.
done are as follows: L. W. Henne-
berger Hardware company ,$Loo for
selling pistols at retail; Holt and
Potter, $25 for doing a real estate
business; Rowland, Norvell & Co, $25
for doing a realestate and insurance
'business; 'Hank brothers, $too for
selling pistols at retail; Palmer Hotel
company, $4o for operating five pool
and biliard tables; George H. Good-
man, $.eoo for doing liquor business.
Paducah Laundry, Young and Griffith,
Wahl brothers, $ro each for doing
laundry business; Murray and
Wathen, 35 for operating four pool
tables; W. N. Janes, $25 for doing a
real estate business; George 0. Hart
and Sons company, $too for selling
pistols at retail; A. M. Leavison and
company, $25 for selling proprietary
beverages; S. T. Randle for doing real
estate business, $25.
When Agent Tanner filed the suits
yesterday Miss 'Elizabeth Edrington,
chief deputy to the county cleric, in-
formed him that a number of these
firms sued had already paid their li-
cences. Tanner replied that he would
leave all the suits there, and those the
deputy found had paid just leave
those actions off the docket. As it
is the clerk's business to docket
everything lodged and not look up the
records for the auditor's agent, all
the actions lodged were filed, and now
if the agent has made any mistake he
is personally responsible. Ordinar-
ily all the auditor's agents look over
the county clerk's record books to
ascertain who has paid licenses before
bringing suits against those who have
not, but Tanner- did not do this, ap-
parently just filing the actions and
taking chances on catching some who
have not paid.
Yesterday Deputy Sheriff Gus
Rogers seized to4 dozen horse col-
lar pads, found stored at the B. H.
Scott storage warehouse on Ninth
and Harrison streets. The goods
were taken charge of in a suit
brought by B. A. James of Clarks-
ville. Tenn., against the E. Reh-
ecopf Saddlery Company, for $no56
claimed due the Clorksville firm for
20e dozen collar pads sold the Reh-
kopf concern.
The papers were put in the hands
of the deputy sheriff who located
Continued on Page Five.
Property Sold.
Property in the O'Bryan addition to
the city has been sold by W. C.
O'Bryan to F. MicCandless for $75
and the deed filed yesterday for re-
cord with the county clerk.
Mr. O'Bryan transferred property
in the same addition to G. W. Ect-
wards for $75.
Lizzie Ray sold to Ben Weille for
$zso property on Plunketee Hill.
Licensed to Marry. '
Charles Towers, aged 35 and Rosie
Henry, aged 35 of H•eron, Ill., were
yesterday granted a license to marry
by the county clerk Both have been
wedded before.
Divorce Desired.
Susie Newton instituted a suit for
divorce in the circuit court yesterday
against her husband, Charles Newton.
They married in Metropolis July 9th,
1905 and he deserted her July 30th,
1905. She wants to be restored to
her maiden name of Susie gpicer.
REPUBLICAN 'BOY FUGITIVE
CONVENTION RECAPTURED




SET DATE OF ASSEMBLY
HON HAL. S. CORBETT WILL
INTRODUCE GOVERNOR
BECKHAM.
Only One Officer Has Requested to
be Relieved of Conducting Reg-
istration.
The republicans of this city will
hold their convention at 2 o'clock the
afternoon of Thursday, November
itth, at the police court room, at
which time they will select their
nominees for the positions of city po-
lice court judge, councilmen, alder-
men and school trustees. The time
for holding this convention was de-
cided upon last evening at the meet-
ing of the city reputlican committee
that gathered at the Sun office on
South Third street for this purpose.
Much interest is being taken in
the convention by both parties, the
democrats to see who their oppon-
ents will be. It in understood that
Judge E. W. Bagby will be the nom-
inee for city judge, white many of
the councilmen, aldermen and school
trustees will be put up again for
those positions.
Sued on Account.
Byrns Clark has filed suit against
Eva Webb for $53.50 claimed dne on
account for plaintiff supplying defend-
ant with goods'.
ORDER AT CLARKSVILLE
Mayor Issues Ukase Against Slot
Machine and Immorol Persons,
Clerksville, Tenn., Sept. 28.—The
mayor has issued orders to the chief
of police to have all slot machinee
or other gambling devices removed
from the cty. Recently a number
ef slot machines were placed in
saloons. The orders today exclude
everything from a clear machine up.
The polfce department has been in-
structed to go after vagrants and im-
moral persons and it looks as if
there will he a :ral cleaning up
wend the city.
Introduce The Governor.
lion. Hal S. Corbett, the brilliant
attorney of this city, has been chosen
as the party to introduce Governor
Beckham next Wednesday evening
when the chief executive will deliver
a speech to the voters at The Ken-
tucky opera house, in advocation of
his candidacy for United States sen-
ator iohn Kentweley. Mr. Corbett is
one of the finest orators of Western
Kentucky and his speech of intro-
duction, although short, will be a
vea-y pleasing feature of the evening.
Mayor Yeiser is -chairman of the
at-ranee:mats committee, and on his
return from Chicago today will an-
nounce his assistants.
Registration Day.
Next Tuesday is the regular reg-
istration day, and everybody desiring
to vote in the coming elections
should appear at the precinct voting
places and register as this is compul-
sory before they can vote. The regis-
tration is held only in the city, and
not in the county. The offioers select-
ed several nightte ago by the elec-
tion commissioners hold the registra-
tion also, and Secretary J. S. ROWS of
the commission, yesterday announced
that thus far only one of the offi-
cens appointed by them had ex-
pressed a desire to be relieved of the
sorvice. He was not reItevd. and
is held to the position, but if he has
a substitute on hand registration day,
that is satisfactory. All those who
cannot give the best of exctres will
be compelled to serve.
City Democratic Committee
Last night was the date set for the
meeting of the city democratic com-
mittee meeting at the City Hall, but
the inclemency of the weather pre-
vented the assembly. Chairman Berry
has set next Tuesday night as the
time for the session, and if good
weather prevails, all will be there.
The object of the gathering is to
canvass the vote and officially certify
the returns-of_ the primary held




SPENT HIS TIME HEAVING
ROCKS AT THE HOUSES
State Official.
Mr. Harry V. McChesney arrived
here yesterday morning from Frank-
fort and left for Smithland. He is
the' secretary of state, who was con-
sidering running for state auditor,
but who withdrew from the track
several weeks ago.
CHARLES EVANS AND J. M.
MILSON TUNNELED THEIR
WAY OUT OF LOCKUP.
Marshal Robertson, of Clarksville,
Has Gone Home After Papers
For Avery—Police News.
Willie Alexander, Alias Couch
Eggleston, was captured last evening
by Officer Emile Gourieux and locked
up in the city jail, to serve out the re-
nrainder of a heavy fine asseesed sev-
eral weeks ago by Judge Puryeir in
the police court.
After the lad was gned and put
in jail, he took ill apparently, and
was transferred to Riverside hospital
for treatment. He managed to get
out of the barred ward in some way
and made his escape, and is still at
large. He was fined for disorderly
conduct out in the red light district
on West Court street, he at that time
spending his spare moments sailing
rocks and stones into some houses.
He is the lad captured in company
with Cicero Anderson the night the
latter fatally shot John Mix in the
rear yard of Graham's saloon on
Nimbi and Kentucky avenue several
months ago. He is the eon of Sue
Eggieston who formerly conducted
a resort on Court street, but was own.
pelled to close up after the shooting.
Cut W'ay Out of Jail.
Yesterday morning when he opened
the city jail in basement of the city
hall, Assistant Jailer Joseph Purchase
was informed by Robert McCormick,
one of the prisoners, that two other
prisoners had dug their way oat of
prison and escaped about 4 o'clock in
the morning The fugitives are
Charles Evans and J. M. Milson.
They used a file and poker with which
to dig a hole through the brick wall
and effect their escape.
Several weeks ago Evans. and Mil-
son were drunk and disorderly down
in the 'business part of town, and on
being arrested, were fined $5 eath,
and sent to jail. A few days there-
after the wife or another prisoner
called to see her husband, and while
crying Evans cursed her, telling her
to quit, while Milson got in on the
insulting remarks. Jailer Evitts
manfully gave both a thrashing for
cursing the innocent women, and then
had them arraigned before the court
the next morring, when Evans was
fined $75 and Nielson $5o. Evans is
an ex-convect who served five years
for safe blowing, and dangerous mail.
He tried to escape one day while
working on the cheingang at Second
and Jefferson, but Assistant Purchase
overhauled him at point of a revolver.
Evans had broken his shackles, and
after his attempted escape, Mr. Pur-
chase had the chains bolted weli iron
nuts around his ankles, so he had to
wear them constantly, even when
asleep.
The two got hold of a file and
poker somehow, and after several
hour's work, digging brick and mortar
out of the wall, made a hole big
enough to escape. Rabert McCor-
mick was in the cell, and informed
he would be brained if lie raised an
alarm while the hole was being dug.
He kept quiet and says he could hear
Evans' ehains rattling for a block
after the two got out. Rewards have
been offerred for their capture. It is
not ktiown- nii the two got the file
`iiiiii-Paker:- Wrens had 49 days yet
to serve and Mason 22. •
Snow at Lone Oak (?)
Yesterday afternoon a Paducah
gentleman received a Wireless mes-
sage from Lone Oak. this county,
stating that there was a light fall
of snow in the village about 2 p. m.
The Marconi station at Paducah was
deranged later in the afternoon,
probably by the gulf storm, and the
depth of the snow at Lone Oak was
rot learned.
Disorderly Conduct.
Freeman Torian, Charles Thomas,
Ben Satterfield, Woddie Williams,
Wesley Pendleton were arrested yes-
terday by Officers Hurley and Fergu-












Plans for Sending Marines From
Southern States Seriously In-
terfered With by Storm.
Havana, Sept. 28.—Leading repre-
sentatives of the Modezate and Lib-
eral National partees were in confer-
ence from late last night until early
and decided to yield





that there will be a
congress assembles.
Havana, Sept. 2& torso a. m.—
Brigadier Gen. Funstor who arrived
here yesterday on the Olivette,
bearded the United States flagship
Louisiana this morning and confer-
red with Capt. Coucien, commander
of the naval forces, and other naval
officers. The general said 'he was
ready for whatever 'might occor and
was simply awating orders.
Havana, Sept. 28.—Quartermaster
Capt. Roosevelt of the Marines says
he has been order to stand by for
landing from 2 o'clock this afternoon
onward, but not to
dered to do so.
Havana, Sept. a& ttrito a m.—
detachment of marines has begun
preparations to distribute the tents,
ammunition and miscellaneous sup-
plies stored on the Caballeria wharf,
among the three battalions of ma-
rines ready to land here, orders hav-
ing been received to have everything
in readiness for debarkation at
about 2 o'clock.
The marines will land, should the
necessary ordere be received, at the
Paula-Machina and Caballeria
wharves. Two of the battalions will
occupy Villa Nueva and the other
will be ationed at Punta Park on
the sea r nt.
Washington. Sept. 28.—Pkine for.
sending marines from Southern
States to Cuba have been seriously
interfered with by the storm along
the Gulf of Mexico, Coy. L W. Wal-
ler, who was ordered from Norfolk
to Cuba. where he is to assume com-
mand of all marines in the island, is
delayed at Jacksonville, Fla. Brig.-
Gen. G. F. Elliott, commanding the
Marine Corps received a dispatch 
to-
day from Col. Waller saying that he
hopes to get from Jacksonville to
Miami, Fla.. on Saturday, and will
proceed to Havana on the first bo
at.
Efforts to get in touch with the
mar4nes stationed at Pensacola. 
Fla.,
and New Orleane have been unsuc-
cessful, and it is feared that the de-
tachment of marines ordered from
Pensacola to New ()Hewes to s
ail
from that port to ntoriovd for Cuba
will be unable to reach the 
vessel
because of washouts along the 
Gulf
railroads. Neither the army nor 
navy
has been able to get any 
reports
from Gulf points, and it is 
feared
that much damage has been do
ne to




Marehal Robertson of Clarksville.
Tenn., has gone home to get requisi
tion papers for Early Avery, the terda
y compelled the city to 
discon-
negro accused of stealing a buggy tinue 
driving the horse "Siowaday" to
from a Clarksville party. The darkY the patr
ol wagon, because the an
ima/
will not go back there without the has a lar
ge sore on its neck whete 
the
necessary documents. ' Avery will be harness 
collar rubes.
held in jail here until return of t
he -
marshal next week with his papers.





-Des Moines, Towle- Sefinea
de---The
F. M. Hubbell company, whi
ch is this
incorporated name for F. M. 
Hub-
bell, probably the wealthiest m
an in
the state, was fined $600 in the 
crimi-
nal court today for leasing 
property
for immoral pueiposes. The 
judgment
ranee after Judge Howe 
overruled a
demurrer to the indictment and 
the
defendant refused to enter a 
plea.
There were six indictments 
agaInst
the Hubbell company and a 
fine of




Humane Officer Tom Sanders yes-
Negroes Fined.
Babe Nard and Kirk Davis, 
colored,
were fined $5o for gambling, by judge
Lightfoot, in the county Win%4. -nem
';4 • ---..
r•VT,-
At thechurchestMERCHANTS MAY RECOVER DIF-
FERENCE IN RATESRev. William Bourqul will tomor-
row morning preach in the German
language at the German Evangelical
church on South Fifth street. At the
evening hour hie theme will be "Radi-
ant Personalty," delivered in the
English language.
Tenth Street Christian.
Sunday school services will be held
at 9:30 o'clock tomorrow morning,
and communion at 10:45 o'clock. This
congregation is preparing to call a
pastor. All members are urgently
requested, to be present today as im-
portant matters come up.
First Christian.
Communion and Sunday school wor-
ship will be held tomorrow morning
at the First Christian church. The
congregation may during this meeting
take some action towards calling a
'pastor to fill the pulpit which has
been vacant since last spring.
Second Baptist.
Dr. Graham, the retired physic!an
and minisfer, will preach tomorrow
morning and evening at the Second
Baptist church. As yet this congre-
gation has not received any word
from Rev. Fleetwood Ball of Lexing-
ton, Tenn., who has been called to
take charge of the church.
Broadway Methodist.
Rev. J. A. Burrow, editor of the
Midland Methodist of Nashville, will
fill the pulpit of the Broadway Metho-
dist church tomorrow morning and
'evening. Rev. Dr. Newell will return
today from' a trip through the South-
west where he has been for the past
ten days upon his vacation, getting a
greatly needed rest.
German Lutheran.
Rev. Illton, of the German Luther-
an church of South Fourth street,
goes to the county tomorrow morn-
ing to preach, therefore no. services
will be held here in the city. At
the city church in the evening he
speaks in the Enlish language.
Third Street Methodist.
Dr. J. Ie. Smith, the well known
MUST TAKE CUBA,
DEWEY DECLARES
UNITED STATES IS WORLD
POWER AND MUST NOT
SHIRK PLAIN DUTY.
Pledge of 1898 Redeemed—America
No Longer Bound by the
Teller Resolution.
'Washington Sept. e8.—"In spite of
oureelves we have become a world
power and have to do a world pow-
er's work." said Admiral Dewey in
interview given out here.
- Admiral Dewey has followed the
developments. in the Cuban stivation
with the -closest attention. Probably
better equipped) than any other man
to pass judgment upon the course
pursued by this country. he has given
his upqualified indorsement to the
course pursued by this country, he
has s given his unqualified indorse-
ment to the course the president has
taken.
"I heartily approve the cautious
policy the administration is
ing," he said, thoughtfully.
Believes in Annexation.
But while the admiral didn't allow
himself to go so. far, it was evident
he believed that the enly sitise-ctory
solution of the Cuban tangle is the
annexation of the island. Admiral
Dewey- feels that by its withdrawal
from Cuba the United States redeem-
ed the pledge it gave to the Cuban
vseople and to the world at the out-
break of the war with Spain, and that
it must consider the question from a
new standpoint.
"Intervention in Cuba was forcedupon us in INS by the intolerable
conditions which prevailed in the isl-
and," he said. "and conditions are de-veloping which may necessitate a likecourse at the present time. Beforethe war with Spain I met Prince'Henry, now admiral of the GermanPert, at Hongkong. He side tmAerstood he does not believe they
it ore_
A issa9owers won't let --Mil- atnex .ean preserve a government steel as
'the people of the United tSates would
t
e
"We don't want to annex Cuba," I 'expect, and which would be neres-44. "I have never heard any teary to give that proper protection tomerican say we wanted Cttba. But foreign interests ',filch is essentialdo not like the conditions which both for Cuba's welfare and that ofrevail in the island It is injuring the united states The admiral'ss in every way, and it exists at our iew isehared by every army and navy+er,,Y aoorg. MY firm °Pinion is we official who ever served in Cuba.must stop it."
Danger of Complications.ti was at this point that the ad-miral made the observation that theUnited States bad become a worldpower and that it would have to do et,world power's work. Far sighted asthe admiral bus ever shown himselfto be, he doesn't lose sight of thedanger of complications with foreignpowers, either over the damages suf-fered by their citizens in Cuba or
Grace Episcopal.
1Rector David Wright preaches to-
morrow morning at the Gra--; Episco-
pal church. N) evening wetehip
Cumberland Presbyterian. ..
There will be no preaching tomor-
row at the Cumberland Presbyterian
church. Sunday school services and
the Endeavor worship occur at the
regular hours. The steeple of this
church is hanging over to one side,
on account of the strong wind of
yesterday morning blowing it out of
position. Repairs will be made im-
mediately.
physician, will preach tomorrow
morning at the Third street Metho-
dist church. Rev. Peter Fields, pas-
tor of the congregation, is at Central
C-ty attending the Louisville Metho-
dist conference. He will return to-
morrow, and if he does not preach
in the evening, the ,pulpit will be
tilled by others.
Trimble Street Methodist.
"The Human Tongue" will be
preached on tomorrow morning by
Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the Trim-
ble street Methodist church. He has
not yet decided what to preach on
et night.
Methodist Missions.
Rev. T. J. Owen will preach tomor-
row morning at it o'clock at the
Littleville Methodist church, and at
the evening hour at the West Ten-
nessee church. In the morning Rev.
McCarney preaches at the West Ten-
neesee-s.hurche awhile an the everting-
Rev. Davis fills the Littleville church
North Twelfth Baptist.
Sunday school services will be held
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
the North Twelfth street Baptist mis-
sion church.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
The Sunday school and' preaching
occurs at the regular hours tomor-
row at the Mechanicsburg Christian
church.
!JUT SU-
througb their ambitious designs to
increase their possessions and influ-
ence at American expense, should we
be so engaged that they can act with-
out fear of reprisal.
For example, in case the United
States occupies Cuba the insurgents
may enjoy the support of a European
nation, a thing the American people
would be quick to resent. Admiral
Dewey wants the United States to
be so strong upon the sea that no gov-
ernment will he inclined to display
even a benevolent neutrality in be-
half of the Cubans or any other en-
emies of our country .
"We must have more ships." he
declared. "especially battleships. Wie
!need more ships of that type. Weshould have lots of them. The rest
of the world is building them, and in
this policy is observing the lessons
of experience. if we should have a
war with anybody we would need bat-
tleships. And if we have enough bat-
tleships we wont' have war. The re-
view of the fleet at Oyster Bay show-
ed we are pretty well off under pres-
ent conditions, but we must not stop
where We are. Our world-wide inter-
ests ,and, as I have said, our respon-
sibilities as a world power, which
were thrust upon us, require. us to
keep on building until there shall be
no danger of war."
Doesn't Like the Cubans.
-Admiral Dewey has never had a
high opinion of Cuban character. In
a telegram he sent to the navy depart-
ment in ifto8 from Manila hay he ex-
pressed the opinion that the Filipi-
nos were "far superior in, their intel-
ligence and more capable of self-gov-
ernment than the natives of Cuba,
and I am familiar with both races."
The admiral's familiarity with the
Cubans is bawd upon frequent visits
he made to the island doting his long
and varied sea service prior to the
war with Spain and subsequently dur-
ing his participation in the annual
winter maneuvers in the Caribbean
sea. In a letter to the navy depart-
ment 'the admiral stated that the fur-
ther intercourse he had' with the Fil-
ipino, confirmed him in his previously
expressed opinion.
The inability of the Cubans to
maintain a stable government has vin-
dicated the admiral's judgment. It is
Gezer, an ancient city of Palestine,which has just been visited by archatterologists, is 'about 600o years old.
+ + + se • • •
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RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS ADVISE EVERYBODY TO KEEPTHEIR FREIGHT BILLS, AS THEY CAN BE OF USE IN CASETHE UNITED STATES COURT UPHOLDS RATES FIXED BYTHE STATE COMMISSION FOR KENTUCKY.
It may be that some day the Padre-
sah business men and others shipping
freight into or out of this city over
the Illinois Central railroad will be
able to recover from the company the
difference paid in freight rates, be-
tween the rates the coal wants to fix.
and the rates the state railroad com-
missioners have decided' upon. This
difference amounts to thousands of
dollars and the action of the United
Slates court delermines whether the
eommissioners' rates are to be abided
by, or those set by the road.
Mr. Mac D. Ferguson, the com-
missioner from this city, is aelteel
from all sides while here, what the
!outcome will be, with Site result that
he and the other members of the
;
board have sent out the following
covering the point:
Dear Sir: You are doubtless aware
that on the 19th day of June this
'commission, by lappriopriate order's
entered of record. adopted a mileage
scale of rates applicable to the Lou-
isville -8z Nashville railroad, Illinois
Central railroach Cincinnati, New Or-
leans le Texas Pacific railway and the
Southern Railway in Kentucky. Un-
ider the law these rate; were to be-,come eliective ten days thereafter.
Prior to the expiration of the ten days
referred to. these several railroads in-
stituted separate actions in the Unit-
ed States circuit court for the East-
ern district of Kentucky seeking to
perpetually enjoin and restrain the
commission from putting these rates
into effect: The federal court has
granted a temporary restraining order
and we have been notified that the




Among other things, it is
reemlar term to grant a
injunction against the
contended
by the railroads that the rates fixed
by the commission are so low as to
result in a confiscation of their prop-
erty These rates were made ,by the
commission after the most careful
investigation. We do not believe that
any such disastrous result would fol-
low their enforcement, nor do we
believe that the railroads can sustain
any such allegation, but upon the
contrary we are of the opinion that
the rates fixed by this commission
are not unreasonably low, and when
41 the facts shall have been present-
ed to the court, that the order of the
commission will be upheld.
We are now busily engaged in the
tpreparaeion atsrafint— &Tins e tViie
!suits, and you may rest assured that
the fact that we are in receipt of com-
munications from the shippers
throughout the state complaining that
the railroads are not obeying the
commission's order, and) that a great
many inquiries have been received
asking our advice as to whether—in
the event the court shall sustain the
commission—the shippers will be en-
titled to recover the difference be-
tween the rates fixed by the commis-
son and those charged by the rail-
roads, we take this method of advis-
ing you as to the exact status of the
injunction proceedings and also say
that it would be well for the shipper
to carefully preserve his freight hills
and receipts for all freight paid., as
the question may hereafter arise as to
the right of the shippers to recover
should the court uphold the commis-
sioner's order and mileage scale of






TO STRIP UNIFORM FROM THE
NEGRO SOLDIERS
Washington, D. C.. Sept. ze.—It is is very noticeable.believed that an effort will be made
to secure the passage by congress this
winter of an act repealing the law
'which permits the enlistment of negro
soldiers. Even the Filipinos object
to them and protest against our send-
ing them to the islands. Had a negro
regiment been stationed at Fort Mc-
;Pherson near Atlanta, during the race
'near Atlanta, during the race riots
;there Saturday and Sunday night last,)
,there is little doubt that the people
'of that city would have felt that theiriposition was much more terrible than
with white troops so close at hare/
I Although the negro voters hold the
balance of power in several state of'the North and Northwest, and tineI firmly vote the Republican ticket, it
IFILL VEINS AND SAVE LIFE
!Doctors Infuse Two Quarts of Blood
Solution Into a Boy.
•
Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. 22.—By in-,fusing a saline solution of blood intothe veins of Philip Whiting, the Se-year-old son of John Campbell Whit-ing of Brooklyn. his life has beensaved and the physicians believe thathe is now past all d'anger. He must,however, ge through the rest of hislife with but one leg, the right onehaving been amputated soon after theaccident that brought him so neardeath.
The family lives at 248 Garfieldplace , Brooklyn, and have a countryhome, Rest Awhile, near Pittsfield.With his elder brother, George
Scott Whiting, Philip was trying toextract a headed cartridge from a gunin one of the rooms 'at 'Rest Awhile.Philip Whiting stood off about sixfeet from the muzzle of the gun. Thecartridge exploded suddenly and allof the shot hit Philip Whiting in the
lee, tearing away the fleshy part be-tween the knee and the ankle and a
portion of the .bone. An artery was'served, and before Rid vela calledthe injured boy had almost bled todeath.
Drs. P. C -Dowsing' and Chad-4t. Rieherdson were called and thepatient was hurried to the House of
ii
'Mercy in Pittsfield. His chance forife was very slim because of thelost vitality. Amputation was de-ferred and desperate efforts were di-
r rected toward preventing death. Twofull quarts of blood solution were
used. . The boy began t o Slainstreagth, 'but with it came a ne*
ranger. Gangrene appeared. ThereWile nothing to do but risk amputa-
ra
ion, which operation was performed,.The leg wee cut off below the kneend, although extremely weak, the
boy is gainlng strength every day. •
'Philip Whiting was prominent for
his daring equestrian feats. The day
before his mishap he won two blue
'
even in the case of
members of congress from these
seatee, that the negro has not such
unwavering apologists and friends
among them as in years past. lie has
stretched the patience of his friends
to the breaking point, and beyond.
There are the best of le asons for '
believing that legislation yell be en-
acted, at the coming gess ei or the
next one, which will rest' in strip-ping the uniform from te• nestroes
and taking rifles from th, It- hands
"The white man does not like to see
negroes walking around with guns on
their senelelers," was the expression
of a Washington City poeceman, in
talleng with a correspor dent lastnight It seemed to six< up senti-ment pretty accurately.
PLOWING AT NIC HT.
Use of Steam on Wester • Farms—
How Outfit Woni
The steam plow has ta.•ome a fa-miliar object in western Kansas. Man-
agers of the big emplemeet +incise inKansas City say that about 250 outfitshave been sold in the past twelvemonths and that about Go) are in useon the western and central Kansas
plains wherever the fields are largeenough to permit their operation. eAll through the western portions ofthe wheat belt big traction engineswith wheel tire: nearly a yard wide.are working up the soil at the rate ofthirty acres . a day, with two menworking each outfit. These two men,working in the old way, could onlyplow about six acres a day, so thatthe steam plow has increased the ef-; ficietiey 'of labor five-fold in thes caiee:one character of farm work.
These outfits cost about etsioo, hutthe expense of plowing averages onlyabout 40 cents an acre, as comparedwith an expense of 75 cents to $1.50an acre where the work is done by a.man with a team. Therefore a farm-er who owns moo acres of wheat Landcan save enough in a few years to payfor a steam plow.
__Kansas City dealers say that abeuthalf the steam plows in the Westare owned by large farmers, and theremainder belong to threshing matchine men, who run the plows in thespring and the late fall, when theyare not busy threshing grain.
The rush to get the .fall plowingfinished while the ground is in oostcondition has prompted some farm-ers to run their steam plows ai
Meth-with a great glaring headlightgleaming across the fiddle as well asin the daytime.
The only objection to the steamplow is that it enables the farmers thplant more wheat than they can har-vest. In the portions of central andwestern Kansas where the farms arelarge and the population is compar-
AWFUL PSORIASIS
35 YEARS
Terrible Scaly Humor in Patches
All Over the Body—Skin Cracked
and Bleeding—Itohing Unbear-
able—Cured by Cuticura in Thirty
Days at Cost of $4.75.
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
"I was afflicted with psoriasis forthirty-five years. It was in patches allover my body. I used three cakes








day, and took the
Resolvent as di-
rected. In thirtydays I was completely cured, and Ithink permanently, as it was about fiveyears ago.
"The peoriaels first made its appear-ance in red spots, generally forming acircle, leaving in the center a spot aboutthe sue of a silver dollar of sound flesh.In a abort time the affected circlewould form a heavy dry scale of a white'livery appearance and would graduallydrop off. To remove the entire scalesby bathing or using oil to soften themthe flesh would be perfectly raw, and alight discharge of bloody substancewould ooze out. That scaly crust wouldform again in twenty-four hours. Itwas worse on my arms and limbs, al-though it was in spots all over mybody, also on my scalp. If I let thescales remain too long without remov-ing by bath or otherwise, the akinwould crack and bleed. I sufferedIntense itching. worse at nights aftergetting warm in bed, or blood warmby exercise, when it would be almostunbearable.
"To sum it all up, I would not gothrough such another ordeal of afflictionfor thirty-five years for the State ofKansas. (signed) W. M. Chidester,Hutchinson, Kan., April 20, 1905."(*titers Seep. olannest. 4 Mai. ore sold throeirlhootworld. Putter Dreg • Chew. Corp.. tee* Props • Iluotee.Moteiti Frye.. Bow to Care Torearlas Ilsuouro"
DL HOYER
Room vie Fraternity Building
Office 'phone Old 331 R Residence
'phone old 464.
NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and sell everything.
szli-aso Court Street: Old Phone
13t6A.
Clem Fransiola









season comes the task of .gatherinethe crop must wait on the incomingof hundreds of strangers to labor. fora few weeks in the harvest fields.—Kansas City Star.
Arrival Stamps Doomed.
Washington, D. C., Sept. 27.—Animportant and interesting experimentis being tried by the postoffice de:partment with a view not only to *esaving of expense. but to the econ-omizing of time. It is the elimina-tion of the use of what technically isknown as the back stamp on letters.This is the stamp which indicates tothe recipient of a letter the precisetime of its 'arrival in the delivering of-fice from the sending point.
For about six months the experi-ment has been made in the Chicagopostoffice with very_ satisfactory re-sults. The services of about thirtyclerke have been saved and the time Ofthe delivery of letter mail to the recip-ients from the hour of its arrival inthe Chicago trifle* has 'Wien reducedfrom twentritutlii-larias, high astwo hours.
It is proposed now to try the ex-periment in New York, Boston, Jeresey City, Washington, and perhaps insome other large postoffices. If itshould 'be a ssuccessful as it has beenin the Chicago office the use of theback stamp probably will be eliminat-ed entirely.
The idea of thus saving time andexpense is that of Firs* AssistantPostmaster General Frank H. Hitch-cock and it was at his instance thakthe experiments were made. Thusfar not a complaint has been receivedfrom the Chicago office about theleaving off of the back stamp. Post-office officials realize the importanceof the stamp at time!, but the belief
ribbons for horseback riding at the ,ativelY sparse, a favorable fall of among them is wowing- that the value
4' 4' + + 4 44-4 4 4' • • • • • • Lenox horse show. His cousin, Miss 'plowing and planting and a steam of the saving of time and expense in
i ,weneboro. t IC tObee 2-5 days , Mollie Maxwell, is well known as a .orefit at hand, result in such large its elimination far outweighs that of
Mayfield, Octobr 3—days. horsewoman, areas of wheat that when the harvest 'its use.
Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has already used"ordinary"
spices.. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use
















That ruo-down, tacit feeeme 1, the
first syniptoin of MALARIA, she
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria Has-
cored others. Will cure you.
Price 90 Coats Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STOLZ.
SOWN16 end Jackson at- Phone 237
11.1,1NOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Dates
ef sale September 3otis to October
6th. 1906 inclusive, limit October 8th,
1906. Round trip rate 88.50.
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember soth, October 1st and and,
1006. limit October 6th, 1906. Round
trip rate $6.05.
Lexiagtos. Ky., Fall Races: Dates
of sale October 2m1 to 13th, Ips6
inclusive, Limit October 14th, 5905.
Rouatt Arlo rate 10.35.
Litsaisaille, Ky. --a-Grand Lodge, F..
& A. Grand Chapter R. A. M..
loates of sale October 15th and t6th,
t906, limit October aoth, 1906. Round
trip rate
Nashville, Tesn.,—State Fair: Date
of sale October 6th and 8th to ratis
iaclusive, too6, limit October is*,
1906. Round trio rate $475.
Ashevitle, N. C.,—Missionary Con-
ference Protestant itpiscopal church.
Dates of sale October eted and asrd,
.1906, limit Novemtes sth, 1906.
Dallas, Tex., International Assoc-
iation of Fire engineers. Dates of
sale October 6th ani 7th, 1906 Lim-
it 21 days. Round trip rates $21.oe.
Burglars who broke into a house at
Chard, England, achieved the magnif-
icent haul of a box of pills and seven
pence. They, recall the burglars who,
engaged on a similar mission, discov-















Timely Boost Brings Eortune; How
Great Men Were Helped
BY G. R. CLARKE.
The history of many a millionaire on from the rear, getting the atmos-
las been written because he has been phere of the audience.
ludiscovened" or given his opportu- I Hobart had lttle faith in the Iowa
laity by a friend or an outsider. now prophet, and put on other speakers
this intervention was obtained is of before him, intending to bring him in
"interest to the student of the money at the close of the entertainment. The
itame. :other speakers happened not to be
"You '.are 'being assayed all the .able to hold the' audience, however,
Rime," says Carnegie, 'and your meas and it began to melt away, and by
-lure is being taken accurately." This the time the third speaker was on
is true in organizations where it is there was almost a stampede.
made a business to sift material, but Clarkson whispered to Hobart that
or the man on the outside it is oft- if he would put up Dolliver he would
-en up to himself to see that the right stop this and bring back all that had
-person discovers him and takes his left. The young orator had been six-
ineasure. ing up the situation and stepped into
That Arthur C. Burrage of Roston She breach, 4toppirt the audience
Itzs t:le leap frc.n 1.11c ••:),or rir," 
000 it incredibly short time was be- filling the reseating prophecies that
In an incredibly rhort tinse_was ha- bed _been  In24e_of ta_the sound
-cause he made himself 'known to the of cheers. Ms. Hobart congratulated
right man at right time. Ten years him at the close by saying that it wills
ago he was struggling along on what the best speech that ever had been
he could earn as a lawyer. This nev- made at Paterson. From that time
er had been much, although he had /.he.was in demand the country over.
married on it, and finally built him- Vreeland was ready with facts ande showed knowledge when question byself a home, after living in a little
sparsely furnished rented house for the party of directors that be accom-
years with a growing family. Even panied over the New York & North-
this house was mortgaged, and ern. If it had not been, however, thatsoon
after building it he was obliged to so keen a man as VVhlliam C. Whit-
take the oath of the poor debtor.
Good in his /Me, Burrage had the
habit of making mental notes of
things which he gleaned from his
reading of the daily papers. One
day he saw an account of the legal
fight in Brookline, Mass., fietween
Henry H. Rogers and Edward Ad-
dicks., who had conflicting gas inter-
est'. in that town. Mr. Addicks in
addition had a large gas company in
Boston. Mr. Burrage was interested
In the fight as an outsider and he hap-
pened to know that an option for the
purchase of the Brookline Gas com-
pany could be obtained. He thought
be would look up its old charter. To
his surprise he learned that the com-
pany had by legislative enactment the
right to extend its pipes into Boston
'at will.
In the meantime Mr. Addicks'
greatest interests weree in Boston. For
years he virtually had enjoyed a mo-
nopoly of all the gas interests there
and the people protested against his
high price.. The contract for light-
ing the streets was about to expire
anti the mayor invited Mr. Addocks
to meet him and consider a reductionof rates. Mr Addicks did not re-spond.
Mr. Burrage saw his opportunity.He went to Mr. Rogers with the in-
forMation both as to the option
which con'd he had for the purchaseof the Brookline company and also
his discovery as to the terms of the
old charter. He hoped for much, buthe did not dream the enormous re-sults from this act.
Mr Rogers was delighted, as it
Rave him the weapon which he want-ed against Mr Addicks, and the
Brookline company passed into his
hands. Almost immediately theBrookline Gas company came forwardand offered to light the streets ofBoston for far less than the Addickscompany, and its offer was accepted.Mr. Addicks was pushed to the wall,baying later to melee terms.
o Mr. Burrage was retained as come-adl for the Brookline Gas companyand the Standard Oil company in theO transaction and received for his ser-vices the enormous single fee of $800,-000 This was only the beginning, asthe Standard Oil company appreciat-ed the brains of their new employe. and gave bim the chance to embarkwith them in copper and other deals.
It was Blaine who discovered Sen-ator Dolliver end gave him his greatchance. Dolliver. coming to Iowa
almost a boy, worked himself up with
great pertinacity against poverty andenty obstacle, until at 24 he was
called into state prominence. /He haddone street labor to support himself.
making his climb through his ora-
tory, which he had offered freely at
school houses and every place where
public questions were discuseed. He
became known and at 22 won thecity solicitorship at $200 a year. Two
years afterward, in !RN, he was sent
'to the Republican state convention.4 While temporary chairman he made
a 9Hbecli sel_tich—was, & revelatests, netonly to strangers, but to hs friends.• 'Plaine, the candidate for president,
immediately put him on the railroad
aommittee as one of his platform
speakers, and from then on he touredthe country. Even then he was not
recognxied at hs full value, and when
he came to New York the commit- Trainmen   217tee looleed him over with something Switch and crossing ten-of doubt. In personal appearance he dere and watchmen looked much to New York as six Other employes .40 years before he had looked to Fort
Dodge—as to tailoring and fashion.
Claelcson, his personal friend andsponsor, said to Mk. Hobart that iflie would put him on ,the programthe next evening the usefulness of the%piing orator would be demonstrat-ed, and there would he no question af-ter that except which of the citieswanting him he should be sent. Ho-bart presided over the meeting heldat Paterson in a skating rink, with
12.000 people present. Dolliver looked
deratintents totaled as follows:
Killedt I nj'd.
Trainnsen  579 4,736
Switch and crossing ten-
ders and watchmen.— 8
Other employes 85
ney had been in the party it is prob-
able that he would have missed rec-
ognition, at least at this time, instead
of getting orders as 'he did to report
to New Yorw a few days after.
One of the millionaire financiers of
Minneapolis owes his suc.7css to get-
ting $83,000 from James J. Hill with-
out security at the time when he
needed it. He went to Hill and stat-
ed his predicament, and it took him
just eighty-three seconds to get it.
Hill had been his employer and knew
his man, as he knows everybody with
whom he comes in contact.
It was the patronage and backing
of the Moores which helped Leeds 81
Reid to success with their tinplate
factory, which later became the head
ands center of the tinplate trust.
Jenkins. as vice president of the
New York Life, was financing a Rus-
sian loan, which brought him into
direct contact with iPerpont Morgan.
Soon. after Morgan offered him the
chance to come into the firm as part-
ner A little later the offer was re-
newed and the rtstriction removed
that he should resign his position
with the lfe insurance company.
The friendly act of the man over
him brought Daniel Clemson to the
notice of Carnegie, always keen to
discover the men who would he use-
ful to him When Carnegie was in-
specting the mine the superintendent
said: "That fellow shoeing horses
over there is the fastest And best
man in the shop. He will work all
night and all day if necessary." "Give
him a chance in the mechanical de-
partment." said Oarnegie. A few
years later he was one of the group
of Pittsburg millionaires.
John Joyce of Andover petitioned
the Canadian government for a con-cession to allow the development ofpower at Shawenegan falls. Quebec.
He got the concession. and wasbrought into contact with the Bostoncapitalist, H. H. Melville, who washis chief backer. His scheme hadbeen considered wad by Canadiancapitalists and his great success lay inmeeting Melville. who made his mon-ey largely in 'backing similar venturesall over the continent.
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Totals ,  67,2 5,523
Casualties Among Passengers.
The number of passengers killed
was 237 and injured 10,457. In the
previous year 441 passengers were
killed and 9111 injured. There were
341 passengers killed and 6053 in-
jured because of .collisions and derail-
ments. Passengers and persons oth-
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Totala  5805 8,778
The ratios oi casualties indicate
that one employe in every 411 was
killed and 'one employe in every 24was injured. With regard to train-
men, that is, engineers, firemen, con-
ductors and other trainmen, one
trainman was killed for every 133
employed and one injured for every
nine employed
In 1905 one passenger was killed
for every 1,375,856 carried, and one
injured for every 70,655 carried. For
1904 the figures show that t,622,267
passengers-were carried for one killedand 78,523 passengers were carried
for one injured.
Increase in Mileage.
The interstate commerce commis-
ion has made public statistics of rail-
ways in the United States for the
year ending June 30, 1905, based on
reports of the railroads as required
by law. These show that on June 30,
1905, the total single track railway
mileage in the United States was 218,-
01, or 4196 miles more than at the
end of the previous year. The op-
erated mileage for which substan-
ially complete returns were rendered
to the commission was 216,671 miles,
including 7568 miles of line used un-
der trackage rights. The
length of railway mileage,
tracks of all kinds, was 306,796 miles.
The reported number of persons
on the pay rolls of the railways in
the United States on June 30, 7905,was 1,382,196, an average of 637 em-
ployes per too miles of line.
The par value of the amount of
railway capital outstanding on the
date named was $13,805,258.121. Ofthe total capital stock outstanding
$2.435,470.337 paid no dividends.
The number of passengers reportedas carried by the railways was 738,-
834,667, being 23,414,895 more thanin 1904.
The number of tons of freight re-ported as carried was
ceesing the tonnage of
832..740 tons
The gross earnings from the opera-tion of 2t6,973 miles of line were $2,-
082,482406, Or $107,308.315 greaterthan for 1904, and for the first timeexceeding the $2,00o,ocio,000 mark.The operating expenses were $1,390,-602.752, Or $51,705,899 more than 1904.The income from operafon or the netearnings of the railways amounted to$691,880,254, this amount exceedingtre corresponding one for the previ-011A year by $55,602,416.
The amount of dividends declaredduring the year under review was$238,046.897, leaving as the surplusfrom the operations of the year $89,-043.490
Washington, D. C, Sept. 28.—Dur-
ing the year ending June 30, 19e5,
according to a statement issued by
the interstate commerce commissions
an average of 26 people were killed
and 238 injured every day in railroad
accidents in the United States. The
total number killed during the year
was 9703, while the injured numbered
86,00R. The greatest casualties were
among the employes of railroads, as
follows:
Killedt
nartmen 1,990 29,853Switch and crossing test- •
VIM and sifiltthmen—. 136._803
r •MplOyes 7,235 36,097
Totals 3  361 66.833
Many Employes Killed - or Hurt.
The casualties to employes en-
glaged in coupling (and uncoupling





Totals   230 3,543The casualties due to falling from
trains, locomotives and cars in mo-
tion were:
Killedi Inj'd
Trainmen  366 8,443Switch and crossing ten-
ders and watchmen  16 227
Other employes  tog 1,789







Startling Conditions Are Revealed by
Report of Lunacy Inspectors.
London, Sept. 28.—A special re-
port of the inspectors of lunacy in
Ireland has been issued in the form
of a blue book. It shows that the
proportion of insane to the total
population in 1901 was 56.2 per moo,
compared with 15.2 in 1851. The
number of patients in public asylums
rose from 3667 in I88o to 73,332 in
1895 and 18,094 in 1903. There was
a proportionate increase in the in-
mates of private asylums. The fig-
ures do not include the insane out-
side of asylums, which is believed
to be considerable.
The inspectors attribute the in-
crease partly to the reduction of pop-
ulation by emigration of the mentally
fit and partly to .the return of emi-
grants suffering from mental break-
downs. Available statistics—do- not
permit of definite information as to
Whether there has been an increase
in insanity, but the inspectors believe
but for the immigration of the strong
and 'healthy the ratio would have been
very small. They declare, however,
that the Irish are 'peculiarly prone
to mental breakdowns," directing at-tention to America, where, they say,the proportion of insane among the
Irsh is greatly in excess of other na-
tionalities.
In conclusion the report says thatthe question of the influence of im-migration on the development of in-sane among the Irish is greatly in ex-cess of other nationalities.
In concluson the report says thatthe quetsion of the influence of immi-gration on the development of insan-
ty has not hitherto received the at-ention it deserves, adding:
"There is every reason to fear thata 1:17. .:e number of our people cross-ng the Atlantic in search of fortunen a climate and environment so df-ferent to that to whch they are ac-customed leave behind them, the goodhumor and peaoe of mind so happily'characteristic of our peasantry."
SUBJECT OF SCANDAL QUITS
Officer of Road Admitting to Graft
Resigns.
MOODY READY FOR •
BIG OIL BATTLE
 . •
Most Important Anti-Trust CampaignIn History About to Be
Instituted.
Washington, Sept. 28. —AttorneyGeneral Moody has under considera-tion for his final approval the com-pleted plans for the legal attack' onthe Standard Oil company under theanti-trust law. The plans were pre-pared by Attorneys F. B. Kellogg of
St. Paul, C. B. Morrison of Chicagoand Assistant Attorney GeneralPurdy. They are understood to con-template a civil action to force a dis-solution of the Standard on theground that it is a monopoly .andcriminal actions to firia and imprisonthe officeri.
A statement is expected to bemade public in a few days, and atthe, same time actions will be filed.
It is not yet known where the case
or cases will be brought. Attorneys
Kellogg, Morrison and Purdy have
been following closely the facts de-veloped by the Garfield investigationand using them as the Basis on whichto plan their fight. The campaign
will be the most important ever insti-
tuted under the Sherman Act.
That the plans will be indorsed andthe procedure backed with all the
power that the department of justicecontrols is not doubted
This case under the Sherman law
must not be confounded with the ac-
tions under the interstate commercelaw which, have been begun in Chi-
cago and Jamestown, N. Y., and in
which indictments have been secured
on charges of rebating. These cases
are entirely different and separate.
The Chicago cues, Wilt stated, are
likely to come up in October.
YOUR.  PIANO? 1






He Been Selling Them Thirty Years. He and HisBrother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.—George W.Clark, chief car distributor for thePennsylvania railroad at Altoorra, Pa.,has resigned. Mr. Clark was a wit-ness before the interstate commercecommission when that body was ins




$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Chicago, Sept. 28.—Sixty years ofwedded life, unmarred • by a singlequarrel, has made a continuous love
story of the lives of Mr. and Mrs.John E. Blakesley, who celebratell
their anniversary today at the resi-
d 'rice of their daughter.
"If wives and husbands would startout as John and I did, there wouldnot be all these unhappy marriages
that you hear of," said Mrs. Blakes-
ley, her eyes kindling like those of a
girl. "Never quarrel and you will be
happy. How to avoid it? Oh, just
eed your husband wail and humor
him and make him think hes having
'his own way. Live within your
means."
Out of Mrs. Blakesley's philosophy
she has evolved these maxims:
"Money is not everything; it is
love that makes happiness."
"Marry the man of your choice,
even if your parents want you to
marry a richer man."
"If Chicago fine ladies thought
more of love and helping their hus-
bands than they did of fine clothes
and gadding there would be fewer -di-
vorces and less scandal."
"Make your husband stay in nights.
Don't let him carouse around."
"Stay away from clubs and bring
tp your children properly."
"Adapt. yourself to your husband's
fortune lind make the best of it."
"Husbands should remember that
the consideratioh s'hown their wives




Senior Senator Declines to Shake




Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
The Fever
Season
Has few terrors for the resident whose home Is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
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Memphis, Sept. 28.—Gov. Jeff Da-
vis of Arkansas was publicly snubbed
by Senator Edward W. Carmack at
the union station yesterday. Both
were inembers of the party waiting to
receive William J. Bryan on his ar-
rival from Nashville en route ha Lit-
tle Rock. The two were standing
near the train gate when the gate-
man, C. W. Boyce, presented Gov.
Davis to Cafmack.
The latter placed his hands *behind
his back and stared over the other's
head, finally turning on lifels and
walking away.
Gov. Davis grew very red and with,
drew the hand he had extended. Da-
vis made a' bitter attack on Carmack
in the latter's late race for the senate
against _v_tSsoy.._ Taylor._-
The!Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO- ANY WINDOW ON
TRANSOM. .rr =CUMIN OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF TH2
MOST BEAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. Leo, 315 hat
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
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How Banks Are Wrecked.
The banking methods of this coun-
try have received much attention at
the hands of the _public in the last
year or two. So much so that the
newspapers have demanded reforms
all along the line, and . so insistent
have been the demands that at every
public gathering of the bankers the
question of bank wrecking is the
chief subject for discussion.
The Register has time and again
warned the public against banks who
suffer their officers to engage in out-
side ventures and speculate in every
scheme that comes along. We have
pointed out the great danger that
might arise from such methods. A
bank officer -cannot engage in a half
dozen enterprises and be successful
in all of them. It takes a good man
nowadays to make a success in one
business, but where he thinks he can
become mixed up in almost every-
thing that comes along and come out
alright, he is very apt to discover his
mistake when it is too late. The his-
tory of the majority of wrecked banks
brings to the surface the fact that
some of its officers were Mixed up jn
too many outside deals. A great many
of those men were nothing more or
less than gamblers. While they dill
not pray cards or bet on horse races,
yet they took great chances on en-
aerpaises that were mere experiments,_
anticist.support of the position assumed
by The Register we present a no less
authority than Mr. William B. Rid-
gely, comptroller of the currency,
who in the course of his address be-
fore the Pennsylvania Bankers asso-
ciation, at Philadelphia. Thursday,
made this emphatic assertion to wit:
"Above all, the directors of a bank
should most closely scrutinize the
loans to officers and other directors
and see that they are kept down to
not only legal but safe amounts.
"For most frequent cause of bank
troubles--it fact the almost invariable
cause of bank failures—is the granting
of credits far beyond the legal, and
prudent limits to the officers or to
One concern or group of allied con-
cerns, generally owned and managed
by the officers or directors of the
bank or in which they have directly
or indirectly some large pecuniary in-
terest."
Mr. Ridgely as comptroller of the
currency is 'quite familiar with the
history of bank wrecking and 'he says
that almost invariably bank fail-
ures are caused 'by loans to
bank officers interested in outside
concerns. This statement is strong
enough to convince any business man
that he is taking a great risk in do-
ing business with banks that permit
their officers to become Isinglego, tip
an any and all kinds of. enterprises
that come along. The ‘arn all deposi-
tors should also heed the words of I
lefe. Ridgely, iàt see te It that spilea-
i r
lating bankers axe not entrusted with
the kee-ping,:nof thek hard earned
money. If they do not, they are
apt to ,awake some day to find that
they have lost their money •andrgrieve over not heeding the warnings
that have been given from time to
time. Each day The Register be-
comes convinted stronger than ever
that the safest plan for the people is
for them to do business only with
banks whose officers attend strictly
to the banking business, and are not
ratixed up in all sorts of schemes.
lrhe Rights to City Streets.
The post valuable asset of a
is the use of its streets. They are
built and paid for by the citizens, and
corporations that use the streets
should be made to pay for that priv-
lege. Here in Paducah the general
council gives away valuable fran-
chises 4hen the city should be ob-
taining thousands of dollars each
year for the use of ,its streets. Just
why men who stand as representa-
tives of the people, really repre.sent
the corporation interests is some-
thing strange to us, yet it is stranger
still that the very people who are
thus mistreated do not rise up and
make it uncomfortable for those
very men.
In many of the cities hundreds of
thousands of dollars are realized an-
nually from the use of the streets by
public corporations and what those
cites every other city can do. The
Louisville Evenint Post in discussing
the matter says:
Collier's Weekly has an article
dealing with----tbet -city -government of
Baltimore. It calls special attention
to the fact that Baltimore has put
all of her electric wires (except trol-
ley wires) under ground; that she
has kept her subways for herself and
thus has secured a competition in
telephone service, and make plain
that no conpetitive electrical enter-
prise or any other kind need stay
cut of the city for lack of a place
to string its wires.
Furthermore, Baltimore, it appears.
required of all franchise applicants to
pay a share of their gross receipts in-
to the municipal treasury. She
charged hsr first street railroad com-
pany ao per cent to be applied to
the purchase, maintenance and im-
provements of parks and parkways.
Payments on most of the street rail-
way lines now amount to 9 per Cent
of their gross receipts, all of which
goes to the park commissioners, giv-
ing them a revenue of $35o,000 a
year.
The Evening Post has been trying
to arouse in this community an in-
terest in our great thorough•fares,
and to get from the corporations a
recognition of the fact that the
streets belong sto the people, and
when they occupy the streets they
n:ust do it as a partner of the peo-
ple, and share with the public
tteasury the benefits of that .cont-
pany.
Yet (he 'traction company has
been permitted to honeycomb the city
web its underground conduits. It has
opposed with all the power it could
command every ordinance that has
ever been introduced requiring the
putting of the wires under ground,
but it has on its own accord gone
on from year to year on a mere per-
mit from the board of public works,
tearing up the streets 'and putting
down their conduits and thus exclud-
ing other wire companes which may
be ordered to pet ther wires under
ground in the future.
The Kentucity Traction Company
franchise is another illustration of
how the most valuable property of
the city of Louisville 's either squan-
dered or given away. To permit the
Kentucky Tract;on Curnpary to have
a second grant of streets on a sita
that it is a trunk line ;s ahstird. To
exact for the franchise only $5,000 is
to strengthen the franchise in the
courts, but to derive practictlly
notl.ing from the gift.
Tin, ordinance awaiding this com-
pany a second grant of the stre:os is
an oetrage upon the publis rights,
but it is no greater (.?utease than that
permitted when tre existing traction
company is psrmit;el t ) occupy any
streets it thinks it needs w:th con-
Crits to carry 'its wires ex:lusivels.
The time will cm-, we think,
when the people themselves will
realize that their interests have not
teen put in proper hands. The prin-
ciples men usually -"ply to the pro-
tectiori 15f their-6*h lusiness is-ave
been ignored but when the people
awake they will change it all.
Corporation Newspaper Methods.
Unless one reads the large city
dailies an adequate idea cannot be
formed as to 'how vigorous some
tsiticisms of the press really are. The
most vituperative and bitter of all
newspapers as a class are the cor-
poration organs. When any man or
newspaper- crosses the path of the
corporations, their attorneys and or-
gans, there is no limit to their
yillification and efforts to destroy
city lhim. Their methods of warfare are
_
- • V
bitter, constant and relentless- They
will say and . do anything, and not
hesitate to go into the court house
and swear to any accusation or state-
ment having for it3 purpose the
downfall or injury of those whom
they seek to destroy.
A sample of corporation vicious-
ness is to be found in the editorial
columns of the Chicago Chronicle
of yesterday when that paper assails
William R. Hearst who stands as
the champion of the people against
the corporations anti the trusts. Be-
cause Mr. Hearst exercises the
great American privilege of being. •for the people against that gang of
public enemies, they turn on him and
this is what their Chicago organ says
of the man:
"Through a corrupt bargain be-
tween a gan.g of pateNased scoun-
drels employed by himself and the
criminal Tammany organization Wil-
liam R. Hearst has gained a nomina-
tion for governor of New York.
_Slis.is__stykd the democratic nomi-
nation, but it is not the democratic
nomination. The democratic party
of the empire state is not back of
it as will he shown on election
day.
"Degenerate as New York democ-
racy is, it has not fallen so low that
it is mere merchandise to be traded
in by Hearst's corruptionists and
Tammany's thieves slid blackmailers.
The Buffalo nomination, like its
beneficiary, is a fraud and false pre-
tense.
For that reason it is not, as some
people are disposed to regard, it, a
mere joke—a foul and obscene joke
but still a joke. It is a public of-
fense and a public offense is never
a joke.
"The absurdity of Hearst's preten-
sions may excite laughter, but the
cvil and infamous methods by which
they are supported constitute them
a menace to the nation and to civiliz-
ed human society in general. There
is nothing laughable in a propaganda
of defamation and revolution, and
defamation and revolution have been
the staples of the Hearst gospel.
"We thus have as an aspirant for
the governorship of New York a
man who five years ago through the
columns of his criminal newspapers
openly and repeatedly preached the
beauty and duty of murder. Follow-
ing (hose urgings the president of the
United States was slain.
"We thus see as an aspirant for
the highest office in the first state
of the union a creature whose per-
verted moral personality loin perfect
keeping with his shameless and
brazen public career
"The publications which Ate' rtcon-
trols, like His personal characteri reek
of shame and excess. True to the
genius whch inspire* them, they wal-
low in the festering sloug'hs where
derelict humanity hides itself.
"Pandering to the lowest and .most
C.ebased passions, Hearst's newspa-
pers reflect the character and pre-
dilections of Hearst himself. Stripped
of his unearned money, the man
would within a month find himself an
outcast certainly and under detention
probably.
"So far as he thinks for himself he
indulges in morbid dreams, of politi-
cal and social revolution. His san-
guinary instincts ministered to by the
retches who barter their manhood
for his money feed his fancy with im-
aginings of universal riot, anarchy
and bloodshed in which he shall be
the directing figure. He would up-
set the. established order of society
and government and substitute for it
the rule of the mob, with Hearst as
its inspiration. He is In every sense
of the designation an enemy of the
republic.
"Such is the man who claims the
"democratic" nomination for gover-
nor of the state of New York.
"The reeking tide of personal and
political degeneracy has reached its
flood. however. The worst of Hearst
has been encountered and passed.
The disgrace involved in even a nom-
inal indorsement of 'his pretensions
by a misnamed democratic conven-
tion is deep and humiliating, but it
marks the limit of such shame.
''Five or six weeks hence the peo-
ple of ,New York will have an oppor-
tunit$ to express their opinion as to
this fellow and his purchased can-
didacy. That the judgement which
they will pass upon Ifim will be im-
pressive and lasting there can be no
doubt. 14;• -
Impudence; Why, vice:- greeds die-
honesty. disorder . and _reseoltition—all
these will be stigmatized w%en fife:
decent men tif -New yorit register
their will as to Wiillam' .41eithit."
"True Aniericardsm.7
•
(lienry Van Dyke Asks time Ques-
tion and Then Answers It.)
For what is true Americanism, and
where does it reside? asks Henry
Van Dyke in 'Harper's Mlagatine. Not
n the tongue, nor in the clothes, nor
among the transient social forms, re-
fined or efude, which mottle the sur-
face of human life. True_ American-
ism is this:
To believe that the inalienable
rights of man to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness are given fiy
God.
To believe Ait any eirett Of 'power
that kramisies on these right* is ;un-
just. ' f
'To' believe- that taxation,..without
representation is tyranny, ?hat gov-
ernment must rest upon thr consent
of the governed, and t'h
should choosi their own
To believe that freed
safeguarded by law and







To believe not in a force4 equality
of conditions and _estates,, but in a
true equalization of burdens, privi-
leges and opportunities.
To belieev that the selfish interests
of persons, classes and sections must
be subordinated to the welfare of the
conunonwealth.
To 'believe that union is as much
a human necessity as liberty is a di-
vine gift.
To believe, not that all people are
good, but that the way to make them
better is to trust the whole people.
To believe that a free state should
offer an asylum to the oppressed ars7
an example of virtue, sobriety and
fair dealing to all nations.
_ To b_elitire _that for the existence
and perpetuity of such a state a man
should be willing to give his whole
service in property, in labor and in
life.
The Memphis Commercial-Appeal
figures it out that one man, Murphy
the Tammany boss, nominatedHearst,
and a half-dozen men in the Republi-
can convention nonrinated Hughes,
and closes %nth this pointed cast-up
of political conditions in the Empire
state:
"It is evident from this that there
is no such thing as a Republican form
of government in New York. We
talk about the condition of the peo-
ple, politically, in Russia, it is just as
good as that of the people of New
York. The latter have no political
rights whatever. They are at the mer-
cy of a handful of political bosses.
They are not allowed to nominate
candidates for office. The bosses at-
tend to that, and the voter ordinarily
has only the privilege of a el:nice be-
tween two evils"
HEAVY RAINS' 
OFTHIS WEEK VERY HARM-
FUL TO THE TOBACCO
CROP.
Many of Stems Rotting at Junction
With Stalk and Falling to
the Ground.
"a
The heavy rains of the past two
days have been harmful to the tobac-
co iuterests of the county, says the
Owertaboro Inquirer. Much of the
tobacco was still on scaffolds in the
field and some of this was beginning
to dry and this will be most burned,
Many of the sterns will rot at their
junction with the stalk and fall off.
Msieh more of the tobacco was in
the barns and curing nicely, but dry,
clear weather was needed for that pur-
pose and even before the equinoxial
rain storm there was so ritich of hu-
midity in the air that "firing" had to
be resorted to, and now the greater
dampness caused by the rtin will have
to be remedied by still Iv Ire•"firing."
There is also considera'ile tobacco
yet standing in the tekl :Ind the cut-
r
ing of this will be delnved several
days. Tobacco growers usually feel
safe from frost until Octiber TO, but'there are several cropein the countythat will be delayed latcr than that
date because of having been set out atan unititually'late period, and the ex-cessive drouth in many localities hav-ing made this necessary.
SELECT SUCCESSOR. .
Library Trustees Will Name Assist-
ant. Librarian Next Tuesday.
The directors for the Carnegie b-
inary meet next week in etgular ses-
sion, and at that time the' successor to
Miss Rubye Corbett will be chosen,
she having been the former assistantlibrarian. President Bagby yesterday
stated they bald about fifteen applica-
tions for the position, and would




The tariff robs every workingman
;the tottritii, ytt 'the Republicansclaim that the workingmen have nobiteiness as a class to fight a systemthat robs them for the benefit of afew millionaires.
Mitotic lesson, for a girl make morenoise, but cooking lessons keep thepeace.
Norbert Weiner, at 11 years a
freshman inTufts College, is called
the youngest college student in
America. lie is the son of Prof.
Weiner of Harcard, a Russian, and
of an American-born mother. When
he was 8 years old he was reading
wiii, Thistley and fieecket





Hundreds in use in
this city bought 10









AN ADDRESS ON HIGGINS GETS 4,4




Declares That Large Loans to Offi-cers or to Concerns Managed by
Them Causes Failures,
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 28.—Withan exceptionally large attendance, thePennsylvania Bankers' Associatioabegan its twelfth annual meeting yes-terday in the Bellevue-.Stratfordhotel. Two sessions were held, onein the forenoon at which William C.Reading of Williamsport, Pa., presi-dent of the association, delivered his
annual address, and another this af-
ternoon when several men prominent
in financial circles spoke. The prin-
cipal address was &livered by Wil-
liam B. Ridgley, comptroller of the
currency, who discussed "Bank Di-
rectors.
Mr. Ridgely's Address.
Mr. Ridgely spoke as follows:
Except from very rare causes, such
as sudden panics or runs due to false
rumors, there is never any reason-
able excuse for the failure of a
bank or trust company. It is almost
always the result of inexcussable fol-
ly and incomperency or dishonesty
and *and, and often due to all of
these combined.
When a bank does fail it is the
faalt of the board of directors. Many
others may be to blame, perhaps
more than the directors, but the final
responsibility of bank management
rests upon the directors and they are
to blame if they allow the officers to
so manage the business of the bank
as to bring on insolvency. It may
be the president or cashier who com-
mits in detail the acts or crimes
which wreck a bank; the directors
may be kept entirely ignorant of
what is being done, but it is their
fault if they allow themselve, to be
kept in ignorance or to be deceived.
It is the duty of the directors of a
bank to keep themselves informed
about its business and to so direct
As affairs as to prevent its failure.
Must Choose Officers Carefully.
Success is a tribute mainly to the
judgement 'of directors in choosing
their officers and the honesty and
ability of the American bank officer.
The results arc better than one
might have supposed„ but they are
not as good as they should be. The
weakness and shame of American
banking is that more often than it
should happen there are scandalous
failures of 'banks which have been
robbed and looted by officers who
had so gained the confidence of their
shareholders and directors as to be
given absolute control of the busi-
ness with little or no supervision,
check or examination on the part of
the directors.
There is no excuse for such rob-
bery of a bank. It can not happen
whire the directors t are honest and
doing their duty._ It_la no answer
or the directors to say they had con-
fidence in their officers and did not
know the real condition. It is their
business and their swoen duty to
know the .condition and to prevent
such stealing.
Should Not Blame Examiners.
It is no answer, either, to blame
the bank examiner or the supervising
authority. The examiner and the
banking department may or may not
be to blame. Sometimes they are at
fault in not having discovered soon-
CT. But the examiner can not and
should not be expected to entirely
prevent wrongdoing in a bank except
so far as fear of detedion may do
so. The examiner does his duty ;f
he discovers dishonesty and' crime
after it is committed. He can do
nothing until some, perhaps all, the




Higgins Was Knocked From His
Wagon by Train While Crossing
Track at Benton.
Word from Frankfort yesterdayis that the appellate court had affirm-cd the decision of the circuit courtat Benton, in awarding Frank Hig-
gins a ji..aoo judgment ;gang theN. C. and' St. L. lailroad. Oliver,Oliver and -McGregor represent the
winning side and Charley Wheelerthe losing side.
About two years ago Higgins was
driving down a coun4? road just out-
side of Benton. He started to cross
the railroad track, getting on it be-
fore he noticed the approaching train
that bore down on him, striking his
!
wagon, demolishing it, throwing out
Higgins and badly injuring him. The
injured man sued for $2.000 at Ben-
ton, and the jury gave him the $:,-
=so judgment. The appellate bench
affirmed the lower court and then
overruled the petition for a re-hear-
ing Thursday, which means the case
is at an end and the road will have
to pay.
Grand jury.
Judge Reed rOts out to Benton
this morning. and lair eve., g said
lw calculated upon clfsanisiong the
grand jury se the latter body has
about finished inve,nigating the di-
ferent charges before it. By dismiss-
irg the jury, the judge bring: court
cut thereto a close, and will rest'
up until the second Monday of Oc-
tober when the civil- term starts
he.
FALSE WALL,
One Erected Inside Hotel Lobby to
Keep Cold Air Out.
For some weeks the front wall of
The Palmer hotel office on Fifth
street hae been out and the office ex-
posed to the elements. Yesterday, on
it turning chilly, a false wooden
structure was built just inside the of-
fice entrance to shut the cold air out.
The wall was torn out during the re-
construction work now going on at
that hostelry.
•
the forged note is in the bank, the
fraudulent entry made and the money
gone. It is for the examiner to dig
cover fraud. If is the director's busi-
ness to prevent it. If they do notthey are guilty of criminal intent or
almost equally criminal neglect. Noofficer can rob and ruin a bank un-less the directors are his confederatesor his dupes.
Should Scrutinise UMW.
Above .all, thc.stirectors of a barnsshould most closiey Iscratinize thelosni- In °Nicer* ota other directorsan see That they are kept down tonot only legal but cafe amounts.
Far the most frequent cause ofbank troubles—in fart the almostinvariable cause of bank failures—isthe granting of credits far beyond thelegal and prudent limits to the offi-cers or to one concern or group of
allied concerns, generally owned andmanaged by' the officers or directorsof the bank -or in which they 'havedirectly or indirectly some large pe-
cumary,interest.
It may be urged that if bank direc-tors are to be held to such a strictaccountability it will be difficult toget the right kind of men to serve onbank boards. My reply to this is thatit is no new responsibility I am try-ing to create. It already exists irr thelaw as it has been construed by the
supreme court. Nothing you or I say














One of Prong:lent Persons There Is
• Mr. Calvin Hendrick, Yormerly
of This Place.
IP
.MaYbr Yeiser, City Auditor Alex-
ander Kirkland, City Engineer Lt, A.
Washington and Secretary J. Q. Tay-
lor, will return today from. Chicago
where they have been since last Wed-
nesday attending the annual gathering
of the Municipalities association of
the United States.' .
It is noticed that one prominent
persona_ge at  the conven_tion is M.
Calvin Hendricka now /ST Baltimore,
but who was raised in this city, and
whose father wasVia kilo
minister of Paducah. He was con-
nected a few years ago with the
great sewerage system being con-
structed by Baltimore.
."‘ dispatch yesterday from the gath-
e-rIng.stated asfor :
. Chicago theati are r the stock
yards were visited Yesterday by the
delegates. of the American Munici-
palities convention. In the afternoon
the packing houses were thronged by
the mayors and their attendants.
Their opinions of the plants varied
and all were not strongly eulogistic
although the great plants had put on
a holiday appearance. The morning
session was .taken up by discussions
municipal problems in which Harry
P. Nichols of New York, C. W. Hen-
dtick of ILaltimore and Andrew Rose-
water of Omaha, municipal engineers,
• told of their works. Jane Addams
and John M. Head of Boston, former
mayor of Nashville, also spoke.
"The mayor who does his full duty
in getting just and equitable rights for
both public and corporation is cer-
tain to be assailed as schemer, an-
archist and demagogue," said Mr.
Head
"But don't leave these things to
the great lawyers and the courts. Get
the opinion of the people and then go
ahead.
"Don't sign an ordinance for public
service corporations that doesn't re-
tain to your city an interest in the
gross income, and the right' of the
city to purchase at any time on six
or twelve months' notice."
The convention will close today
after a discussion on municipal own-
ership in which Professor Frank Par-
sons and Professor F. H. Roberts





L. E. Caulfield, Who Disappeared in
Frisco Quake, Dropped From
Washington. D. C.. Sept aft --First
Lieutenant Louis E Colilfield of the
Philipine scouts, who has been ab-
sent whout leave for the past five
months, has been dismissed from the
service of the United Stares. The
young lieutenant's ease is one that
has baffled the war department. He
disappearsd at the time of the San
Francisco earthquake and his friends
feared he was among the dead. His
record is an excellent one. Lieuten-
ant Caulfield was a native of New
York and was transferred from the
Siiith to the Ninth infantry.
BAPTISTS SEEK METHODISM
UNION; BISHOP SAYS "NO."
Presiding Officer Tells Wisconsin
Conference Ses-h Merger
Impossible.
Janesville. Wis. Scot. 2A.—The Rev.
P.. H. Vaughan, Baptist pastor of this
city, appeare before the Methodist
Conference now in session here and
intimated that the Baptist Society
would he pleased to meet the Meth-
odist church half way on a plan to
unite the two organirations.
Bishop Charles McCabe, who is
• 4 presiding over the ccnfe-rence stated
that no such diversity in the man-
agement of the two churches and
the difference in teachings
ANGRY HAMMOND MEN
BURN OFFENDING SA1.1)
Citizens Then Refuse to Let Fire-
men Quench Flames
alow
Hammond, Ind., Sept at —A large
three -story building in West Ham-
mond. Ill., which It was repord was
to be occupied as a saloon ar4 house
by frank Bough, ptoprietOr of an-
other' resort, was set on fire by per-
sons unknown. The Hammond fire•t• department was called across the
state line to ,extinguich the blaze but
was impesled by indignant eitirens.
Detectives from Chicago 'have been
n the variot.'s resorts 'along Whiskey
Row taking evidence which will be
used by the state's attorneys offiie
in Chicago to 1!),e presented -to the
grand jury now fo seSsion. A mass
meeting was held' tonight advocat-
ing the -closing of 61:1 questionable




RAINFALL HAS NOW LASTED
FOR ABOUT SEVENTY
HOURS.
Farmers Prevented From Bringing
in Their Tobacco, and Sowing
Their Wheat.
The ../present railfall has lasted for
three days and nights now, and ren-
dered the public thoroughfares here
in the city very muddy, except the re-
constructed ones. The roads in the
county are impassable at some points
along the dirt routes, but the gravel
roads are standing up pretty well.
The rainfall is preventing the farm-
ers from sowing their wheat at pres-
ent. Some of them had just started
putting out this winter's crop, when
downpours brought operationts
inlitls respect to a sudden close. Just
asit- soon of the ground dries out a lit-
tle, file 'sowing 'will be resumed.
The rain is also interfering with
the bringing in of the last of the to-
bacco crop. Outside this" very little
inconvenience is beineoecasioned the
farmers, aa tobacco and wheat are the
only things engaging their attention
at present.
The Tobacco Growers' association
Intended having a speaking last even-
ing at the St. John school house in
the county, but it had to be called off
on account of the weather. It is
probable those for Ragland this after-
noon and Rossington tonight will he
called in for the same reason.
WIFE OF ELKS' LEADER
FATALLY HURT IN AUTO
Mrs. Harry Melvin Victim of a
Wreck at Oakland, Cal.
Oakland. Cal., Sept. 28.—In an au-
tomobile wreck at East Oakland this
evening, Mrs Harry Melvin, wife of
Judge Melvin. exalted ruler of the
Elks, was fatally injured. Judge Mel-
vin State Senator Russ Lukens and
Carlton Wall, who was driving the
machine, were thrown thirty feet and
more or less seriously hurt. The ma-
chine ran into a street car.
Ship Body at Sage Heir East.
Ntlwaukee, Wis., Sept. a&—The
body 01 Earl Chapin, civil war vet-
eran and nephew and heir of Russel
Sage, wht died within a few days
after the will contest was settled,
giving him $50,000. was taken to One-
ida. N. Y., his old home, for burial
today. Fannie M. Skinner and Chas.
E. Chapin have been named as execu-
tors of his estate.
FORGETS DIVORCE AND SUES
Milwaukee Woman Charges Her For-
mer Sjouse Witn Desertion.
Milwaukee. Sept. aft--)Mrs
John Schr-ieder forgot that she had
secured a divorce from her husband
and today sbe applied for a warrant
charging John Schroeder with deser-
tion. When the case came up in
the circn't court it was discovered
that a divorce had been granted last
October, but the woman claimed to
have forgotten the fact entirely. Her
suit was dismissed.
''Why do you call your mare
Charity?"
"It's so hard to get her to wo when
I start away from horn with her."—
Chicako Record.
It strikes me Mrs. Bragley would
make a fine mother-in-law.
Mother-in-law! Why?
She's got such a charming daugh-
ter.—Boston A ranscrIpt.
Sticking to a thing invariably
brings success. remarked the Prairie
Philosopher.
How about sitting on a log with a
lot of pitch on it? retorted the Wise
Guy.—Milwaiikee Sentinel.
Mrs. Dashaway uses very pictures-
que_language, doesn't sjasi_.___
Urn. The otircr day I. beacd..her tell-
ing above a bat she had bought with
a perfectly beautiful "regret" on it..
-Detroit Free Press
Remember, sai dthe political ad-
viser. that consistency is a jewel.
Yes, answered Senator Sorghum,
but these dayes a lavish display of




The new typewriter girl approached
bier employer's desk. In her hand she
bore a sheet of paper.
"Sir," she said, "this looks like a
funny way to spell skidooly."
The employer took the sheet from
her hand and stared at the word she
pointed out. Them he stared at the







`"01116.1.11.01110sr, 4'Ms.E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BEST, KENTUCKY
Coal sold on the market. Why send your money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky productfor less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose asmoney will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enter-
prises, and when you buy Luzerne
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE






AT FIRST AND WASHING-
TON STREETS.
Storm Sewers Go Down First and
Will Be Followed by Brick
Streets and Concrete
Walks.
VVkork has been started by the Mem-
phis Asphalt and Paving company for
the storm sewers, brick streets and
concrete sidewalks to be laid along
First from Broadway to Washington
street, on Washington from First to
Third, and on Second from Wash-
ington to Kentucky. The company
hopes to complete everything by time
cold weather arrives, but it is doubt-
ed if this can be accomplished, as the
men have nc4.‘,340n able to work for
the past three days on account of the
constant rainfall.
The laborers are to put the storm'
sewers down first, and to start this
off -have commenced excavating the
street at First and Washington. They
are carrying the work out Washing-
ton toward Third, and when the sew-
ers are laid there they will be put
down on Second street, and then
down on First.
The sewers have to be finished and
the street left to settle for some days
before the brick can be put down on
top. Just as soon as the. streets are
completed the: sidewalks will be 
tiedthrough, the latter being the
quickest part of the work.
GREAT DAMAGE
DONE BY STORM
(Continued From Page One.)
the goods in the Scott warehouse.
The officers are now looking for the
(Aber too dozen. Those found yes-
terday will be permitted to stay
where they are, as bond for their re-
tention will this morning be executed
by the Stacks-Ullman Saddlery
Company which claims t 'has bought
the outfit from the bank.
Material Liens.
Yesterday in the county court two
more material liens were filed against
the Rehkopf concern by parties that
had sold it goods. One clam•is for
$t77.91, and filed by the F. Burkart
Manufacturing Company of Missouri,
while the other is by Carl H. Finck
of Louisville. and fat $192.o5.
Assignee Barber will probably
discontinue his work, if at
Louisville next week in the
United States court Judge Coch-
ran oders the Rehkopf firm into
bankruptcy. The trustee of the
czeditors then takes charge, the Fed-
eral tribunal havng authority sup-
trior to the county court here
where Justice Barber was named as
assignee.
Joseph Chamberlain was 40 when
he first wrote- "M.' P." after his name.
Mr. Balfour -entered the parliamen-
tary arena at 26. Lord Rosebery wag
only just of age when he made his
first speech in the Lords.
GIVEN FINE PASSED TO HER
FOR ABUSE REWARD ABOVE
ROBERT McCORMICK ASSESSED
$25 IN POLICE COURT
YESTERDAY.
The Warrants Against the Distiller-
ies Company Were Continued
Until Next Monday.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing judge Puryear fined Robert Mc-
Cormick $25 and costs on the charge
of cursing and abusing his sister, Mrs.
Barney Davidson, at her home on
Clark street.
Edward W)ood was given a contin-
uance until next Monday of the war-
rant charging him with stealing some
rope from the Ayer-Lord ie com-
pany's barges.
Samuel Barker was given a post-
ponement until today. He is charged
with lute-Peking Dick Balowe down dur-
ing a scrap at Tenth and Husbands
streets.
The warrant charging the Paducah
Distilleries company with selling li-
quor without license was continued
over until next Monday.
NEWS IN BRIEF
111.•••••=me
-.-The stores' of the Jewish people
will be closed today on account of
YosnAppper, a holiday.
'li"ss Lora Brandon is confined
with an attack of rheumatism.
—Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schaffer, of
Twelfth and Madison streets, have a
rew girl baby, born last night.
—Miss Alys Hovious of South
Tenth is suffeeing from a broken arm,
caused by falling from the door at
their home:
Word from Eley, Minn., is that
Mrs. Clarence Hillman are parents of
a girl baby. The mother was former-
ly Miss Nellie Eubanks, daughter of
Mrs. J. D. Eubanks of Sixth and Har-
rison.
—The infant of Mr. Lige Wilson
of 63t Adams is suffering from
painful burns, caused by spilling car-
bolic acid on itself.
—Tire plate glass front of Frank
Tust's barber shop on North Fourth.
is had cracked, as result of acci
dental -discharge of a revolver being
examined by Barber Wm. Grace.
Nobody was hit.
—Mr. H. A. Frutema of Murray,
sill deliver a talk here -during the
immigration convention about "The
Hollanders of Europe." He was born
in Holland, but no v lives in Mur-
ray.
The American artist, Mrs. Dupon
Coudert, better known as Amalia
Kiissner, has had many royal coin-
m'ssions so it can be no,surprise'to
her to have received .ats. order fro
a miniature of Queri Maud of Nor-
way_ She will paint Queen-lititid's
portrait when iter Magesty goes to
her Ittale unpretentious house in the
'King's ground, at f andringham
Some time during the early winter.
MRS. EVANS BREATHED HER
LAST YESTERDAY AT
MEMPHIS.
Has Been Lingering With Consump-
timi For Past Eighteen Months
Here and in Tennessee.
Mr. Harry Evans, chief lineman for
the independent telephone company,
yesterday evening left for Memphis
where yesterday morning his wife,
Mrs. .Mlattie Evans, died after a lin-
gering illness with consumption. The
rer.-.ains will be taken to Bolivar,
Tenn., for interment, that city being
her home.
Mrs. Evans was about twenty-nine
years of age and a most lovable
'Christian lady. Two years ago she
was married in this city to Mr.
Evans, she having come from. Mem-
phis for the ceremony that occurred
in the residence of Mrs. Katie Craig
on Sixth and Monroe streets. For the
past eighteen months she has been
gradually declining, and last winter
went to het former home in Bolivar.
She continued growing worse and
scrmeweeks ago was too far advanced,
and she declined until overcome by
death yesterday morning.
She resided at Hotel Craig while
in this city and has hundreds of
friends who are deeply grieved by her
iiissolation. Although her condition
was hopeless she never lost her sunny
and bright disposition, and bore her
affliction with Christian fortitude.
Miss Marie Wilsey of Poplar Bluff,
Mo., will arrive to visit Mrs. William
Wright of North Ninth, during the
horse show.
Despite his 61 years. Sir Charles
Dilke is one of the most active mem-
bers of the House ofCommons. He
is an enthusiastic sculler and goes
through a course of training every





Of 4* + +
M.r. G. M. Green, steamboat in-
spector, arrived here yesterday from
Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Joseph Rothschild, the tobac-
co drummer, returned yesterday from
a trip through this section of the
state.
General Agent John T. Donovan of
the Illinois Central, will (return today,
from Chicago.
Mrs. Clay Wilkes yesterday went
to Montgomery, Ala., to attend the
funeral of her nephew, Emmett
Crowe, who accidentally shot him-
self.
Mrs. Ida Hayes has returned from
visiOng in Cunningham, Ky.
Mrs. Harry McChesney of Frank-
fort is visiting Mrs. Dr. Purcell.
Miss Edna Presnell of Smithland,
is visiting Mrs. Dr. Purcell.
'Col. Victor Van -de Male and wife
leave tomorrow for a visit in St-
Louis.
Capt. Wm. Purcell of Gainesville,
Texas, is in the city visiting his
brother-in-law, Chief Deputy Wm.
Kidd of the circuit clerk's office.
Mr. WI. M. Clemens of Memphis,
will arrive here tomorrow. He is
now managing editor of .the News-
Similar of that city. He was former-
ly city editor of The Register.
Mrs. Gus Rogers will return to-
day from visiting in St. Louis.
Celery, says London Health, should
be allowed to lie in water to which
a little salt has been added for at least
an hour before serving. This makes
it crisp.
There are 2000 Mohammedans resi-
dent in London. A mosque is about
to be erected in the vicinity of H'yde .
park.
When a man kisses a girl on a dark
piazza she would scream if she weren't
afraid of scaring her mother.—New
York Press.
The ladies of the First Christian
Church will be pleased to fill any
orders for paper flowers for the
Horse Show. Call up Mrs. Frank L.
Scott or Mrs. Geo. Wallace.
Mattil Efinger 42, Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
- — Nsis•a.
....Sterling Silverware...
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for misodos. and 7',our prices are very low indeed. Be mire to see the advantages we Ileare offering this season in silverware.
„Wolff Jeweler
Now is the time for you to fill your coal house. Lump' 12c, Nut 1 lc
Best Kentucky aed Illinois Coal
...Mao 'dealer in LIME _and CEMErt. Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."
Ii. M Cunningham,
Phones: gld 960, New 245. - Thirieenth and Adams Stree
'
FIRELESS COOKER SUCCESS
Experiments Under Trying Condi-
tions Prove Value to Army.
Washington, Sept. 27.-Under the
-direction of Commissary General
Sharp of the army experiments have
been made at the practice camps this
summer and fall of a tireless cooker.
The cooker has been us'ed by the
army for some time in andi experiment
al way, but this fall it has been tried
under severe service conditions. The
results have been particularly satis-
factory bdth to the officers of the
commissary department and to the
men in the field. The cooker now in
tisc has four compartments, ,a,nd
weigh s.. empty, 120 pounds. It will
hold twenty gallons of food, enough
to supply a meal to a company of
infantry or a troop of cavalry.
General Sharp says that the cooker
constantly was employed this sum-
mer when' the troops at the various
encampments were sent out on a
march or to bivouac for the night in
prcparation for maneuvers the next
day. Before the troops left their
posts the co(.kers would be fined and
placed in the wagons, The__ next.
morning the Men were served with
hot breakfasts from the cooker, tile,
meal consisting usually of stewed
meat and vegetables, soft bread and
-coffee.
On these marches and -bivouacs no
-cooks were taken along, and without
the fireless cookers the men would
have had to do their own cooking. On
outpost duty the troops have found
the cookers invaluable because, as no
fires are permitted on outposts, the
men wouldi have to eat cold rations
were it not for the cookers.
Gen. Sharp says that some difficulty
has been found in transporting the
conkers and at the same time prevent
them from leaking. A top now is be-
ing devised, which, it is expected,
will practically seal the contents of
the cooker. The material from which
the cooker is constructed also is be-
ing considered. It is believed now
that the containing vessel may be
made of an alloy of aluminium, nick-
el and copper. This would be a trifle
more expensive than any other mate-
rial that has heed suggested as practi-
cable, b,pt it will serve its purpose, in
the opinion of Gen. Sharp. admirably.
STAR FOOTBALL
COACHES COME HIGH
Men Who Have Charge of Crack
Gridiron Squads Draw Prince-
ly Salaries.
Coach. W. T. Reid. who will be at
the head of Harvard football this
year is probably the highest salaried
football coach in the country. Reid
last year received $3500 from the Har-
vard Athletic association for his two
months' coaching, and then it was ad-
mitted he received $15oo from other
sources, so that his salary was $5000
a year, almost as much as President
Eliot himself received. The only
other coach who ever received this
amount was Foster Sanford, the old
Yale player, when he was coach at
Columbia. Now, with the exception
of Reid, the highest salary usually
paid to a football coach is $3500. This
is the amount which Coach Yost re-
ceives from Michigan. It is also the
amount that Coach Williams of Min..
nesota and Coach Siagg of Chicago
are thought to receive.
PALMA'S LETTER.
Text of One Sent American Peace
Commissioners.
Havana, Sept. 28.-The following
is the text of President PalmVs let-
ter of Tuesday to the American
peace commissioners, Secretary Taft
and Assistant Secretary of State Ba-
con, annoiincing that he imends to re-
sign the presidency and refusing the
Peace terms offered i him:
"Honorable Sirs: I have the hon-
or to acknowledge the receipt of your
note of yesterday, the 24th, in which
you express in a general way your
opinions and points of view, accord-
ing to your 'own personal investiga-
tion, of the Cause of t'he present re-
bellion in Cuba, its state and - the
means to finish it. in order to re-es-
tablich peace and order and public
quiet in the country.
"I cotildi raise some objections, and
prove them, to "your estimate of the
*numbers of the armed insurgents and
the sympathy to which you consider
them entitled. But it is useless now
to enter on a discussion of this kind,
in view .of the course you have adopt-
ed and your resolun to make peace
by all means.
, "It is therefore my only purpose,
in courtesly replying to your note,
to repeat -here,. in_brief, what I ex-
pressed in the conference you leine8y
had with time last night, namely, tha•t
I consider the conditions you under-
stand to he necessary for the rebels
to lay down their arms rofitrary to'
my perspnal dignity and th prestige
of the government over which I pre-
side, an that I have accordingly tak-
-en the irrevocable decision to pre-
sent. to congress my resignation of
the office to which I was appointed
by the will of the Cuban people at
the last presidential elections."
_ 
• 
"More Deaths From Drowning.
There are more accidental deaths
from drowning every year in England
than from any other cause.
Within the last twenty-five, years
sugar beets have been steadily im-
proved, with the result that the per-
centage of sugar in them has been in-
creased from to t0.20---
WELL HALF A MILE DEEP.
Borings Pail to Find Deeired Art*
elan Flow in Ohio State-
house Yard.
In 1857, for some reason, it wasi
thought prolit...Lble and possible to se.
cure an artesian well in the state-
house yard. The geology of Ohio
as a sciatic was still unwritben.
In fact, .the first volume of the Ohio
geological* reports contains the writ-
ten resort! of this boring.
Down 2,775 faet-over half a mile-
the auger was sent by the slow and
laborious pro ens of the time, and
nearly a year 1.-as spent in the work
The boring was commenced ou No.
vember 4, 1857, and stopped Octobee
1. 1858. No artesian water was
found.
The boring was made in the eastern
part of the gresnds. Its site wee
pointed out to the writer some year;
ago, and it in row probably covered
by the cement v ilk extending out te
Third street frc... the judiciary build-
ing. Water 'we • .:mk and plenty ol
it--treeh, salt, selpleme-magnesian, etc.,
but none of It came te the top.
Prof. Theodore O. Wormley, the
professor of chemi: :ry in Starling
mediae.] college, ezniorsced the oppor
tunity to secure the temperature of
this deep boring. With a thermome
ter placed in a specially prepared iron
case and left in the bottom of the bor-
ing 24 hours, he found the tempera-
ture at the bottom to be 88 degree.
Fahrenheit. Making deductions foe
the distance below the surface al
wh'ch the heel of the sun ceases Le
be felt, he computes that the tempera-
ture increased one degree for every
71 feet of descent. At that time eke
ropean scientists who were carefully
studying this branch of physical go
ograehy had estimated that the tem-
perature increased in such condition,
one degree for every 66 feet.
There is no record of the cost 01
the boring, but it must have beer
considerable, as the facilities and ap
paratus were primitive compared with
those now in use. Though falling oi
its principal purpose, the state seems
to have turned it to account through
its geologists, so that it was no1
wholly money wasted.
PECAN SHELLING SEASON.
An Industry That (levee Employ-
ment to Many Hundreds
of People.
Some idea of the magnitude of the
pecan nut meat industry may be had
when it is stated that in Ban Antonio
(Tex.) alone there are 1,700 members
of the Pecan Sheller.' union, a labor
organization composed of men engaged
as a regular business in the shelling
of pecan nuts and extracting the de-
keraels.
Not all of the pecan shellers in Ban
Antonio belong to the union. There
are several hundred other men, wom-
en and children in that city who gain
a livelinood from the work. There
are branches of the Pecan Shelters'
union in Austin and several other
towns of the state.
The pecan nut shelling season lasts
from October 1 to July L The new
crop of nuts begin to come into mar-
ket about October 1, and from then
until January 1 the business of ex-
tracting the kernels is very active.
The kernels are shipped in large bulk
to New York, SL Louis and other cit-
ies, where they are used by the con-
fectioners in the manufacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling is a comparatively
new industry. It had its origin, so
far as its becoming a recognised
business is concerned, a few years ago
when a candy manufacturer of New
York visited Texas. _
lie ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors in
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
important ingredient of this candy
As an experiment he arranged for
small shipment of the pecan meats to
be made to him.
The kernels were received in due
time, and the highest art of the candy.
maker was employed in their use. The
pecan candy became popular almost
instantly, and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
That was the beginning of an in-
dustry which now gives employment to
several thousand people. There IS
big demand for the pecan kernels-
every large city In the country-- --
Indian. Going to School.
The Indians of western Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At present
there are 260 students and no more
can be received until new buildings
under way are completed It was only
a few week3 ago that the government
ordered the installation of a school at
old Fort MoDermItt, In Humboldt
county, to relieve the congestion in
the Carson schooL
She Had Recovered.
Mrs. Ferguson (to -caller)-I nevet
did like her, and when the impudent
thing spoke to me the way the did I
was speechless with indignation. I
couldn't say a word.
Mr. Ferguson (butting in)--That
must have happened befote we Were
tisarried.-Tit-I3Its._
ADULTERATION CIF FOOD.
Convictions for This Offense Have
Been Numerous in Cier-
many.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, reports that during the year 1908
3,091 persons were convicted in Ger-
many for adulteration of articles of
food. In 1902 the convictions were
Larger, a decrease of six per cent. being
noted for 1903. The largest number of
convictions occurred at Berlin, where
an increase from 698 in 1902 to 645 in
1903 is shown. For producing and keep-
ing for sale and consumption unwhole-
some articles of food 748 persons were
convicted in 1903, against 394 in 1902.
This, large increase is due to the effects
of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
against 29 III 1902. For knowingly vio-
lating the rules with reference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially thost for the
prohibition of imports to prevent rind-
erpeet, as well as the Mediates, 10
prevent contagion in the transportation
of animals by railroad and for the will-
ful use of articles liable to spread con-
tilltiOull _OWN before disinfection,
931 persons were convicted, against 1,-
173 in 1902, showing • decrease of 24
per cent. For knowingly violating the
regulations for preventing the spread
of infectious diseases 69 persons were
convicted, against 67 in 1902.
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer Difficulties Naloountered by
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
Parents who undertake to assist
their children in the preparation of
their school lessons encounter some
queer difficulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pro
seats stumbling blocks that trip up the
wisest minds of a generation ago. In
that benighted age youthful students of
arithmetic were taught that in an ex-
ample in long division the divisor wee
placed at the left of the dividend, the
quotient on the right, while the re-
mainder was written at the end of the
quotient. Old fogies who have dropped
hopelessly behind the times now at-
tempt to introduce those antiquated
methods when tutoring their offspring,
but the youngsters scornfully correct
them.
"Oh, that isn't right,' they explain
"You must put it down this way."
Then, according to present-day in-
struction, they put the quotient above
the dtvidend and set Ole remainder in
the little crook on the Heft formerly
occupied by the quotient. Before these
eccentricities of modern education the
parent sits amazed and helpless, trill:et
to prepare himself for the next tenors.
lion, which will probably be to make
the figures upside down.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
Horses of the Present Day Not
Tricked Out as In Former
Times.
Probably not half a dozen horses are
eomparisoned to-day as they were IN
,.are ago, says Country life in AUNDIS•
as Harness in this ootistry then was
distinctly American In type, as was
he horse of a decade earlier, but it
thet harness, whether for gig or car-
riage, were to be seen on the drive Mt
in the park to-day it would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although It was
than considered the proper thing.
Whatever may have been our opinions
then, we now know what Is right. It
was only a matter of education and we
were apt scholars. A soore of years
ago the horse show descended upon
es and found us with good native
borses and poor native harness. It
was apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when latet
one or two animals were shown in
Magi I sh harness the "someth ng
wrong" W34 plainly understood. A
great change was seeded, which was
no sooner recognized than made, and
to-day, with the exception of the dream
of the speedway horse, the English
type of harness is used everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That Made from Walrus Hide,
Which It Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had," said a dealer, "Wal-
rus leather two inches thick, such
being worth about $500 a side, bring
hag, as it does, $2.50 a pound.
'It takes four or five years to tan a
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thoroughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as Iron.
"It takes two or three years to tau
thick walrus, and the leather of
that thickness calls for $1.25 a pound,
three-quarter inch walrus, bringing 71
cents a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather Is used chiefly for
polishing purposes by manufacturing
jewelers. It is cut into discs, which
are mounted as wheels. Walrus le a
durable leather and It is especially
desirable in this use because it poi-
tithes without scratching"
Analysis.
"Micky, wot is a philant'ropist?"
"Well, it's like this-11 I were to
swipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't lookin', an' den offer to give
ye a dime, if ye'd promise to buy a
toot'brush wit it, I'd be one of them
things."-Life.
The Division.
Edgar-In winter the ice man has
my sympapthy.
(1-,car- M'd +be coal in rout
money.-Towu
INJURED BY MEDICINES.
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Rasa.
°dies of the "Patent"
Variety.
It has been elfffirgoel by one or twit
eastern magazIaes that "pateat" med-
icines are iniu•leg those who use
them, and, as these statements are te
be used as arguments for the PAA3allei•
at the meat legislative 84•414A, of laws
prohibiting the sale of these medicines,
the Stores of a Cuizago statistician
are of unusual lutereet and impor-
tance.
'I hat less than 0os-twentieth as
nersons are injured by the use
of all 'patent" medicines, of which It
1.as been possible to learn the trade
hauaie, or the /2 of the manulad-
turer, as are in by carbolic acid
.lone, is one or the facts proven. Car-
oolic acid is lever mentioned in the
attacks, probably for the reason that
:t is exclusively employed In medica-
tion by the regular "medical& of mod-
wine" and does ant eater Into oompeu-
Lion with them, as de the "patent"
medicines.
The compilation covers 927 omen.
reported In the nowspepers---011---tilit
country during the period hetweas
June 25 and November 1. As the serv-
ices of. numerous press clipping bee
roma were engaged to Arnimn clip-
pings of caaes of poisoning, these is
reasonable A41111/3AUS that every poi-
waning C344 that has oaturred haa en-
tered late the compilation.
None of the 61)1 eases Is a awe at
suicide, or attempted suicide, or a ease
wherein a drug or poLatan was reed
with criminal Latent. The eases am
.hose of poisoning br the use sr 20114.
dental misuse of medicines, drug' at
poisons, and death and injury by mai-
practice. Of Ultras asses 293 were
Latal; 192 being adults and 101 eliii-
tiren.
Of 40 cases of alleged malpreetics
,1 were fatal and 2v involved criminal
operations. of six cases Involving
'patent" medicAnt.4, the trade same of
which could be learned after diggeni
inquiry, five were fatal. POW' were
ases where overdoses were taken; two
were cases where the medicines had
been carelessly left within the masa
Jf children who, childlike, ate or drank
the contents of the package. There Is
not a reeorded cats where injury was
caused by use, according to directioss,
of "pateat" medicines, but there ale
recorded cases %tiara preacriptioas
have been written or filled wrong.
In 212 of the 697 cases the limong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In NI
Clif.kie bottles were left within the midi
of children, and in 94 cases overdoes,
were taken by mistake
Carbolic acid figures in 141 of the
cases, or in one case In every eve lt
was fatal in 62 CAW& Of these Med
cases 33 were adults and DO eitlidres.
It was administered by mistake of
nurses three times..
Morphine ranked mooed with MI
maw 46 of which were U addle
and eight children. It was eaten Tig
mistake six times and left vitiate the
reach of children 20 times Oweedoss•
were taken 40 Urn.., 33 4 the P401404111
included /A the 40 being habitants. LS
was administered, direst. by a AO.
this onee, was &dm/Watered to •
child by an older child oaos, and
ministered by a medical Sudan* Mises
Umes
Laudanum reeks third vie 411 arm'
16 fatal; a adults and Sees ohlidinim
It was Leh= by utletake IS those
where children could gee it Ma times
and overdoses were MON& 11 times
Strychnine ranks gewell with SO
came; U fatal, fee Se Matta es4 les
to children. It was takes by mistake
seven times; left in reach at childless
times sod administered by mistake
of parent ones.
Ammonia ranks CU with 14 mese,
none fatal. It was takes by Weigh.
for medicine tea 1111244 had left within
the reach of children four times.
Three deaths were mewed by the use
of bay rum as a beverage. Nine desalts
were caused by the um of !Florida Ina
Let as a beverage.
Lye was taken by mistake for mod-
'cm. eve times, and was taken by eall.
dren eight times, being responsible fat
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
ptomaine poisoning, resulting In alms
deaths.
Practically every known poteoe
tors into the eft cases, and the figured
show eonclusively that "patent" med-
icines, while they are vastly ahead Is
the number of times used in the aver-
age household, are far behind when It
comes to poisoning, or injuring these
who uee, or accidentally misuse, them.
-Exchange.
F.arthquakes in China.
Very curious were some of the ex-
planations given by Chinese of the re.
cent earthquakes which have bees
felt at lienskongj Canton and Macao.
The ffófijiaIiy 'Press tells ab at
tfieint. "The famous demon wines
prlvtlege it has been to glee as osier
atonal shock to the earth's crust is set
held responsible fey the recent sears
in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Citation, whose anger
has been raised by the reeliunatkm
works. Coolies are damping daily
boatloads of sand and stone on Use
poor dragon's back, and the beast nab.
unity feels hurt."
Preposterous.
Shadbolt-I had such a funny areas
last night.
Dinguss-Wbat was it?
"kdreamed that I naked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid ft."-
Chicago Tribune.
Toe Badly ()rippled.
Manager-How's the new fallbach
coming Ilion 1
Cai min of the.FoLball Team ha
Iklytuslit,,,-5;b1be40701111,‘ - -A
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Ciatinnati
Dave Louirvilkl  
Toone Owensboro





4. OOOOO 4•444W 
mu a:38 pm.
Leave Cm:Ariel City 
Leave Nortonville 
fessete evaneville  
























































Leave New Orleans 
Senn Memphis 














Arrive Central City 






















12:35 a.m. 6:oo saw
143 a.m. 740 LM.
1:48 3•131. 7:50 &AL
3:°3 "IL Seep a.m. .
5:10 a.m.   4
8:to a.m.
9:45 11-111.
3'51 a.m, te:35 at&
4:30 a.m. 11:30 am.
5:18 a.m. 1a: pa.
8:oo a.m. '4:55 Pak










Arrive St. Louis 
No. 306 No. 374.
13140 p.m. 4:ae p.m.
i.:25 p.m. 8:40 p.m.
6.30 Cm: 640 am.  


























Aer've St. Louis 
101-801
 9:10 a.m. 
 • 21:30 am.
: 41:3315
• 6:t5 p.m.
 - 745 10-Ell.
















  6:ae p.m.
fule
6:es am.

















Trains marked (5) run daffy except Sunday. All other trains remdeity. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Gosimanli.Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and toe sleepers between Louie-Wile, Memphis and New Orleans, Trains 8ot and 822 sleepen betweenPtstiscah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo With ChiC4.41Sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN. agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.R. M. PFtATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lb tirvffle, Ky.TOON A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A, VeMPhte•S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Mime% X&W. H. BRILL. D. P. 111- Utak- 44,
"Savilnio Money
ifs a Ilial3it"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
•••  • Oa ••••MIN•  ••••••••••• • • •••••••••••  • ••••• ••••••••.11.•ftglmws •• • ••••• 
Start Today to Save a Little





















). C. Ploosesoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAvoirms.










OR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOEHILL BUILDING.
TELEP.HONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
too NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phooes 355
9 Office hours 8to io a. m., i to •
p. illa. and 7 to 9 p.
4
t





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
a ow.
ELT. Rivers, M. D.
• OFFICE leo NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
s Residence 296 Office ass
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice is all courts of Kt
tan*.
--•
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
TelepheNe 377.
DR. W. C. EMBANKS.
CHoineopathist
Office 3oo Broadway—Fboas tao







Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone.
PADUCAH. KIINTUCKT.
E. H. PURYEAR ,
• Attorney-at-Law
Booms 5 and 6 Register Building 1






OLIVZR. OLIVER & M'GREKIOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Beaton, Ky., we haul
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity
..9
New 'Phase :14. Old 'Phone 486
B.
111/11Wit-dib Dr. Rivers .51 Rivera
•Warth VWeh. Reds Phones AsS.
lbeidisece seies IA& Old saw. ley




4 1 to 300 horse poem,. test, cheap-
est and moat eecenornical.










EYE, EAR. MOOR AND
THROAT.




St. Louis and Tennessee River Padk.
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion oat of Paducah.
•••••••• 
S8100 FT. earn ntehissu Rogder
It is a trip of pleasure, conahNi
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea*
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. 219
For other information el)Ply to Jai





Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.001
Unlimited ticket $3.00 meals and
berth Included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, pwn?
of five or over Silo each, withOR1
meals; to.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Foe
nether particulars see
B. A. FOWLER. Oen. Pam. Avid








WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-






Wases and Oil 11jr40111.
lbages sisallesibirs
Framed right pp to In five adi.a.
















sad" essay oth% mimes is
ref the flky"
country of Westerti7ftir
offering a high skiredu
climate. pictureoquie amiaaossia sesame
ana hotels. 
• •
Send two cent stamp for "Laud Ail
the Sher keridet and other bassi-
filistriited literyture.
bowies
J. F. LociAN, Teav. roes. , /et,
Lexington, Ky.
C H. HUNGERPORD, Dist rash
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. E. ALLEN, Asst. Geol. Pass.
Agar, TrLdiffiC '
TEXT BOOK FOR CAMPAIGN
ISSUED BY AMERICAN
FEDERATION.
Washington, D. C., Sept. 28.—The
American Federation of Labor yes-
terday issued its political text book
for the 'pending congressional cam-
paign. The publication is a pamph-
let of thirty-eight pages and consists
of a republication of "Labor's bill of
grievances" of last March; an ex-
planation of the origin and purpose
of the Fiediration, together with a
history of its efforts to secure legis-
lation; a history of the use .of the
power of injunction in the United
States courts, an explanation of the
eight-hour law; a dissertation of con-
vict labor and an announcement of
the campaign program.
Under ihe last mentioned head is
found the following recommendation:
"We recommend that central bod-
es and local unions proceed with-
Jut delay to the election of delegates
to meet in convention to formulate
plans to further the interests of this
movement, and at the proper time
and in the proper manner nominate
candidates Who will unquestionably
stand for the enactment into law of
labor an.di progressive measures. The
first concern of all should be the pos-
itive defeat of those who have been
hostile or indifferent to' the just de-
mands of labor. A stinging rebuke
to them will benefit not only the toil-
ers but the people of the entire coun-
try.
"Wherever both parties ignore la-
bor's legislative demands a straight
labor candidate should be nominated',
hat honest men may have the oppor-
tunity in exercising their franchise to
'ote according to their conscience in-
tead of being compelled ether to re-
frain from voting or to vote for the
candidate and the party they must
in their innermost sods despise.
"Where a congressman or state
legislator has proven himself a true
friend to labor, he should be support-
ed and no candidate nominated against
"Wherever it is apparent that an
entirely independent labor candidate
can not be elected, efforts should be
made to secure such support by en-
dorsement of candidates by the mi-
nority party in the district, and by
such other progressive elements as
will insure the election of ,labor rep-
csentatives."
Attention is called to the recent
election of -fifty-four trade unionists
to the British parliament, and Amer-
ican workmen are advised that they
are just as capable of serving the
country in a legislative capacity as
are their followers across the water.
The inauguration of this program
is attributed by the text book to the
failure of the president and congress
o give proper consideration to the
'Bill of Grievances." The member-
ship of the federation is placed at
3.000.000.
DOG IN THE WITNESS CHAIR
On Trial for His Life and Found
Guilty His Master Appeals.
Ann Arbor, Mich, Sept. -23.—A
fraternity bulldog occupying a wit-
ness chair in a courtroom was the
scene in Justice Doty's tribunal
afternoon.
an ugly looking bulldog be-
longing to Phi Beta fret, recently got
into a mixup with Mrs. Boctrneer's
cat and incidentally Mrs. Bodoneer,
who went to the rescne of the feline.
Tceived a bite in the wrist.
Oswald Flumers, a member of the
frat, was arrested for keeping a vi-
cious and dangerous dog and all A.nei
Arbor became interested, as the bull-
dog fad is becoming too popular with
students and unpopular with towns-
people who own pet cats and docile
dogs.
When Flumers took the stand in
defense of himself and "Sig," the dog
followed his overseer and Flumers
told his doseship to jump up into the
chair. "Sig" did so 'and Flumers stood
beside him proudly.
"Is this not 'unusual that a dog
should be given the witness seat
while the witness stands?" asked City
Attorney Seivers.
"At the first intimation that this
dog is. annoying anybody I will order
him moved." said his honor, and the
city attorney did not press the ob-
jection, but allowed Flamers to pro-
cetd-witti a detaltEd deseriptitift of
"Sir and a history rile-five to -Min.
The jury in about fifteen minutes
decided that "Sig" is dangerous and
found Flumers guilty Initito• Doti/
fined the student $to and $1450 costs;
Flumers then appealed to the cir-
cuit court and "Sig" will not be shot
at stinrise, being given a new lease
of fife.
BAILEY TO TAKE STUMP
IN HIS OWN DEFENSE
Fort Worth, Tex, Sept. 28.—Sien-
ator Bailey last night stated that hF
would take the stump in his own de-
fense against criticisms, and said that
he would make the first address alonk
this line at' Greenville next Saturday.
He also intimated that he will speak
later at Houston and declined until
that time the joint debate suggest-
ed by the Harris Connty Good goy!.
ernment .club, which. it is said, has
KANSAS WHEAT BELT
amours WHICH ABA HAUT
110X3111 OP CULTURE.
rim) Only Beal Work of the Year Is
During the Harvest Ossieda—
Fanners Cikaserally Are
Students.
11= are homes on the wheat
ran where cuitc.re seises. Hooks,
made, pianos and newspa-
pers keep the inhabitants la touch
WM Vie best things of lida sags :he
tabs= City Star. The onerous toll of
the wheat harvest is meetly hiaeSih-
ary. The only real work of tuba year is
during the week of harvest. lasfelag
the soil with a riding plow is not hard,
au feral work goes. Flautist. the wheat
with a drill is easy. Waiting for it
to grow Is nut such dogmata. baler.
Men who raise three crops et allitt2a
a year work harder all 11011111111r Mal
do the wheat harvesters. The harvest
bands are softened, Atrenkeseid product,
of enervating city- and thWiltY
the work seems hard. The harvest
season is a godsend to these MM. T190
011t1Ot to the country for a season of
recreating toll soothes the nerves of a
fernaeoting element the city breeds
and harbors.
The farmers of the wheat bait, cm
the whole, seem to be shoat the hap-
Welt Agri CUR LLI:1929 to be found. The
IsOld growth of the western soonties
into the gigantic wheatidroduciag sec-
tion that it now is hail altered NADI*
opportunity for all the tarmacs of
Managing ability to build AP moder-
ate fortunes and acquire large tracts
of land. Them they have adorned
with splendid homes, orcharde and
shade trees, and Wets stocked with
See settle and good breeds of all do-
mestic stock. The wheat belt is abbe
"the greatest grass land on the
earth." That Is, native grass grows
there in profusion, and it makes the
beat grazing of any grass crop. All
these things have enabled the progres-
sive farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life delightful.
Taose wide-awake farmers are stu-
dents of everything that comes Into
their lives. It a glanoe they can tall
which of two steers will gain a potusd
the quicker end on a given ration, and
this same faculty makes them judges
of bonen character as well They
know what kind of mem they are deal-
ing with and treat them accordingly.
Many a man who came to the harvest
like a tramp, a man used to a cul-
tured home, but fallen from grace and
"down on his luck." has been singled
out by the farmer or his wife as one
St for better things. Such a Inas is
treated as one of the family. Hie
story is learned if he wishes to tail it
When the harvest is over he is gives
steady work. The bond that throws
peoele together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
pales of this kind can be related in
*very housi-hold in the wheat beet.
Said one farmer's wife—she traced her
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
historic names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: "Oa*
of the most interesting things of the
harvest Is studying the character of
the men. Last year a yoeng man
worked for us who, we readily saw,
was of good breeding and came from
a respectable home. His hand got
sore in the hervest and I drafted it
and doctored him the beat eould. It
got worse, and one day I asked Itlio
what was the matter with It. Me said:
The blood does not circulate in it.,
Then he rolled up his sleeve and
showed a soar that wig frightful. He
had been in teams serape and had re-
ceived a bad eat, which had been
sewed up by a surgeon. ION hand gas
well and he worked for us nearly a
year. One time be was sick for err-
teal weeks and I said to him: 'John.
Why don't you write to your folks?
know that you have a bona* and that
)our parents are worrying shout you'
He took my advice and wrote two let-
ten. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
going to leave you I will eat dinner
with my folks to-morrow in Golden.
Col.' Well dressed and feeling good
with $250 in his pocket. he bade us
good-by. We soon received a letter
from his mother, thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who have &canine
lated much land in the wheat country
die and divide their holdings, the land
will be In smaller tracts and 90 thick-
ly settled that the local market "MA
supply sit the labor needed in the har-
PA' That will rnerk the end of the
summer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp.
In (3-Inning accidents where expert
swimmers suddenly lose -VI control of
their powers, the usual iiireanatten of
cramps is beginning to be looked upon
as insufficient. It has been noticed
that persons having disease of the
: es.., tvh :lave
aTrdeloall of vertlete are especially Hu
bin to such scledents. and as the
semicircular canals are the organs of
direction, it is suggested that even a
slight hemorrhage in this delicate
etracture from a blow by the wane
wout result In utter helplessness
Persons with ears not perfectly soand
are therefore warned against inrimb
sfibig in rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy is a prise unbonght and h
trsest pulpit Wits !Sow when it comas
'Unsought No gittleg into heaven, as•
a place, will compass IL Yoe must
earre it with yott, else It is not there
You must have it in you, as the mitalk
of a well-ordered soul, the tire d a
holy perpolie,"-.the went?* up out 01
the central depths of eternal springs
•
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AD OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.





Office. 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
EDGAR W. "WHITTEMORE.
ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL ES1P WESTERN KRNTUCEY FARMILL flASV
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS INVESTMENT. virnow
ICIENTUCKY REAL ESTATE J AND PRICE UST
PM TO EVERYBO'DY. SEND FOR IT.
F.DG^ gh W. WIIIITTILMORAIL. Pfteuutth- ay,
4Welett  '3M3 1
3 E. COULSODi.,
;
Se re -am and Het Water Ileatings •
Phone 133. 20 N. "third 1
111101111111111e4LI ick•41°-,4t4411Nte-1;6:11W-411..-4,11to7.441k-
Paducah Transfer Company
( I 11 co r p 0 )
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MAC
HIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOI, ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
BbSINkSS COLLEGE
_No theories taught but actual bueineas from the
 *tact. Thorough
gemrose in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, 
penmanship, cor-
e, spelling, cennmercial law, banking, arithmetic, 
grammar, etc.
Cal or write for beautiful new cetr,iog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
- 
Guy Nance.Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
OW* and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
Phones:. New 334. ,Old 699 Open, Day and N ight
been ingtrumental in .tisotRitl,gting Plat hide 
the _watersegis r
suimminitvirs wawa. scessaseswassassa
the criticisms. I - •--•,•••-• •••••••••••••••,_
Air 
• •
















GUM, BEECH &ND OAK FLORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE
Both Phones 26
"Horse Shur" "Barnum
ik Bailey Show" "Dog
Show"




The best equipped prescription de-
partment-Finest line of toilet
articles and perfumes-Purest and
freshest drugs and chemicals-Larg
eat line of surgical supplies.
"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"












Mt. Carmel, 1.2. stand.
Nashville, 11.6, fall.
Pittsburg, 5.8, fall.
Davis Island Dam, 2.8, fall.
St. Louis, lets stand.
Mt. Vernon, 6.4, rise.
Paducah, 10.2, rise.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the Ken-
tucky skips away for the Tennessee
river. She comes back again next
Thursday night.
The Dick Fowler gets out this
Morning at 8 o'clock for Cairo. She
comes back tonight about
The Reuben Dunbar left yesterday
for Evansville and coming back to
morrow lays here until M'ondsay be-
fore skipping out on another trip that
way.
The Henry Harley comes in today
from Evansville and departs immedi-
ately on her return that way.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville today,
gets here tomorrow and lays until
Monday morning before getting out
en her return trip to Oarksville.
The City of Saltillo gets to St.
Louis today and leaves there Monday
on her return this way for the Ten-
nessee river.
HORSE SHOW.
children Are to Meet at Baseball
Park This Evening.
All the little ones who take part
in the children features during the
horse show, are requested to be at
the baseball grounds this afternoon
at 4 o'clock for practice.
It has been arranged to give the
sponsors' reception next Thursday
evening at the Elks home, and the








trusted to the care of
our Prescription Depart-
ment. We are very much
gratified by this enormous
patronage .of the most im-
portant branch of our busi-
ness, and we wish to assure
the people of Paducah that
we are redoubling our ef-
forts to give them the best
possible service.
`11rIMINIC




We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
SCIENTIFIC
IFSTRUCTOR
PROFESSOR SHRIEVES OF BOS
TON, WILL COME AND
TAKE POSITION.
HE IS A GRADUATE
-Of AARVARD COLLEGE
TEACHERS TO STUDY "ADAMS'
HERBARTION PSYCHOLOGY".
IN MONTHLY MEETINGS.
Principals' Weekly Gathering Held
After School Hours Yesterday
Afternoon-Other Notes.
Supt. Lieb, of the public schools,
yesterday telegraphed Professor
Shrieves of Boston, Mass., to come
and take the position of instructor in
the scientific department of the high
school. An answer is expected im-
mediately announcing when the East-
ern man will strat for this city.
Several days ago the superintendent
received an application from Profes-
sor Shrieves, soliciting the position.
After investigation the committee de-
cided to employ the gentleman, who
will take charge immediately upon his
arrival.
Professor Shrieves is very highly
recommended, and in addition is a
graduate of Harvard college.
The science department has not
been running this term thus far on
account of the former professor hav-
ing resigned to locate elsewhere. As
all other available men have secured
positions for this winter land next
spring, the trustees have had consid-
erable trouble in locating a man suit-
ing them.
Teachers' Literary.
The teachers of the schools have
organized their literary class for this
session, and ordered the stutlies they
are to pursue. Their study will be
'Adams' Herbartion Psychology" and
the first meeting will be held the
second Friday of next month. There-
after monthly gatherings will be held
the schools dismissing at noon upon
those Friday's, so the teachers will
have nothing to do in the afternoon
except participate in these assemblies,
as in the past.
Principals' Meeting.
Yesterday afternoon following
school hours the superintendent held
the weekly session with the building
principals, when they went over their
work and outlined duties for next
week
No "One-Sessions."
Although it has rained constantly
for the past three days, the schools
have continued the two sessions.
This has been the cause of consider-
able complaint upon the part of the
parents whose homes are many
blocks from the buildings. They
think it an injustice to compel the
little ones to trudge home and back
aip dinner, when all the'studies Could
be finished by one o'clock, if con-
tinued through the dinner hour.
Football Uniforms.
The members of the football team
are expecting their uniforms they
have ordered. Prospects are for a
good game of the sport here on
Thanksgiving day, as the Paducah
lads are negotiating with several out-
of-town teams
JAPANESE LABOR BANDS  
TO FIGHT THE TRUSTS
Kobe, Japan, Sept., 28.-A labor
party has been formed in Tokio and
a strong manifesto has been issued,
declaring that the existing labor
troubles arc deplorable. The program
of tire new party inculdes opposition
to monopolies. universal male and fe-
nsile suffrage, a general increase of
wages and reduction of hours, the
abolition of capital punishment and
of titular distinctions, fundamental
reform in taxation and arbitration of
all international questions. The
movement is significant at this time,
in view of the recent increase of la-
bor troubles and socialiseic distur-
bances concerning the raisng of
street car fares.
you




EDISON GRAINGER HURT BY
WINDOW CRASHING IN AT
SCHOOL.
The Little Baby of Mr. Phil Thomp-
son Has Recovered From Its
Experience.
Edison Grainger, the little son of
Captain Hampton Grainger of 1223
South Sixth street, was painfully cut
upon the hand and foot yesterday af-
ternoon about i o'clock by pieces of
broken glass that fell from the win-
dow of the high school building on
West Broadway. The strong wind
blowing at that time crashed the
glass in. and falling pieces cut this
lad. While fragments fell over oth•
er school children, they escaped in-
jury. The crashing caused consider-
able commotion among the children
for a few moments, but they quickly
recovered from their fright.
Fully Recovered.
The little baby of Mr. Phil Thomp-
son of Benton has completely recov-
ered from the serious illness caused
by an older child of the family ac-
cidentally gaving the infant chloro-
form for another medicine. It took
hours of work by the doctors to bring
the infant around safely.
Continues Improving.
Mr. James Leigh continues getting
better in his private ward at River-
side hospital vthere he has lain for
several weeks as result of an opera-
tion for hernia.
Sick Circus Men.
George Conklin, of the Barnum and
iBailey circus was left in the city hos-
sital here with malarial fever.' Fred
Zradner, one of the circus perform-
ers, was operated on for apendicitis
at the hospital, and was better last
night.
Other Side
Mr. Thomas Bell is confined with
an attack of malarial fever at his
quarters in the Ninth and Monroe
street flats. He is the traffic man-
ager for the Hardy Buggy Company.
Mrs. Reuben Rowland is confined
with illness at their home on North
'Seventh street.
WINTERS HUNT.
Mr. George Robertson Ships His
Pack and Outfit to Arkansas
Monday.
Mr.George Robertson, Jr.,. the ice
man, will .next Misnday ship to Ar-
kansas his big pack of hounds and
camping outfit. He will leave in
about ten days for that state where
this winter will be passed hunting in
tic forests. Mr. Robertson has been
spending his winters down there for
many years. He has about one hun-
dred hounds in lei- pack.
JAPAN PROHIBITS TOBACCO
Packages Containing Weed Oen Not
Pass Over Island.
Washington, Sept. 28.-The postal
administration .of Japan has advised
this government that packages con-
taining tobacco destined for any
I s POPULAR WANTS. +
• * • • • + + *
LOST-Lady's closed face gold
watch fob with Elks head, at cigcus
grounds. Return to Register andsget
reward.
WANTED-To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones, 220
Kentucky Ave.
WANTED-Boys nct under 16
years old with Wheels. Excellent
opportunity to learn telegraph busi-
ness. Apply early, Western Union
Telegraph Co., 209 Broadway.
FOR RENT. Nicely Furnished
Room with all conveniences. 837 Jef-
ferson.
FOR RENT: Nice large room at
329 South Third St.
FURNITURE bought and sold.
Williams, 538 South Third street.
New phone tiooA.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
311 South Third street on shcmt no.
t ce.
• •
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
oiond House, Paducah, Ky.
THE SMILE CURE.
If you find that o'ers you's stealing
That depressing, run-down feeling,
If you're suffering a plethora of
bile,
If it's that dark gray next morning,
They say there's lots of comfort in
a smile.
If you're feeling pretty rocky,
With a disposition icnocky,
And a temper that is rougher than
a file;
If you feel that life's not near up
To its proper standard, cheer up;
There never was a bracer like a
smile.
If you're sadly disappointed,
And the whole world seems unjointed,
And all things have a tendency to
"rile,"
If some haughty one -has rubbed you
The wrong way, or even snubbed you,
Get you evens just by handing out
a smile.
If good fortune's getting lazy,
If your hopes are growing hazy,
And through your blue specs
see naught but guile,
If you're threatened with a chronic
Sort of grouch, why, take a tonic,
And wrinkle up your face into a
smile.
If you find things dull at present,
With no outlook that is pleasant,
And feel that hard luck's got you
for a While,
If your vanity a puncture
has received at this juncture,
The way to quick-repair it's with
a smile.
As a bracer and a chaser
That are bunched, why, it's a, facer
To unpleasant things, oh, you can
bet your pile!
It's a cinch we'll fool the stealthy,
And be wealthy and be healthy,
Whenever we have trained up tet
the smile.
-Puck.
country beyond Japan are prohibited , in-from passing over the territory
The British government gets an
of 'come of $25,000,000 from the railways,Japan even if sent by parcels Pot- trivet boats a d forests of India.
Finish
438 South Second
The Greatest Books of
the Year.
Tides of Baruegat (F. HopkrusOn Smith) 
The Fighting Chance (Itobert W. Chambers)  
Coniston (Winston Churchill) . . 
Jane Cable (Cieo. Barr, kfcCutchen) 
I.20Rock in the-Baltic (Robert Barr)
The Lady Evelyn ()Lax Pemberton) .
Doc Gordon (Mary E. Willcinh)
Theee books are the biggest sellers in the United States andsome of them can be had in Paducah only at our store.
Soc
.30
D. r.Wilson at liar bour'sDepartmeot Store
lb. Place for Late Books, New Music and Fine Stationery.
sale 
Abram L. Well & Co.
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,. Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
-
We have on hand
For Sale
3 Hone Power Motor.
s Ilene Pewter linter.
z s;i Horse Ammor Motor.
8 Hone Pam linter.
zo Herm Poorer Weer.
I 240 Light Dynan*
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
1s5-123 Nor Sh Fourth 111111111.
A.
a




in the city-money loaned on all valuables at the 'owest interest-411 i•business strictly confidential.
Just Received a Big Lot
of shot guns including all the high-grade makes such as L. C. Smiths-.Parker-La Feever etc. We have the Remington automatie shot gun.
Also Bargains in all
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most complete line ofmusical instruments in the city.




Subscribe For The Register,,
Dont, Wait
TOO LONG Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
•
West Kentucky Coal Co
- INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio Both Phones:--254
••
•
is 111010. 42.
